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Editorial 
CLOAK MANUFACTURERS DECIDE ON A LOCKOUT 
Various rumors current in the cloak 
industry during the early part of April 
culminated on April 17 in deBnite in-
formation published broadcast that the 
employers of the Cloak Manufacturers' 
Protective Association would imtke a 
general lockout on April 39. They 
tried to conceal this move, planning 
to make a surprise attack on the union, 
but the fact leaked out nevertheless. 
This hostile move on their part has 
not been altogether unexpected in 
union circles. We foresaw it last 
month when we said that "oar union 
confidently accepts the employers* 
challenge," and warned our members 
to be ready to meet It. 
In face of the fact, which the manu-
facturers have not attempted to deny 
officially, the workers have only one 
course to pursue—to complete the 
work of preparation already begun and 
to stiffen their determination to pre-
sent a bold and fearless front. 
It is gratifying that such prepara-
tion is* going ahead "with all due cau-
tion and dispatch. Our people are apt 
to go to sleep when the industrial sky 
overhead is clear; but the moment 
dark clouds appear on the horizon and 
a storm is threatening, the sleeping 
"giant" awakes and shakes himself. 
Our members have shown themselves 
equal to the occasion more than once 
in the past, and—let the manufacturers 
not imagine vain things. The cloak-
makers arc aroused, and depend upon 
it—they will render a good account of 
themselves IF NEED BE. 
• » * 
OCNEHAL We knew that the 
oa PARTIAL Manufacturers' Protect-
L o a c 0 U T
 ive Association was plan-
ning a lockout soon after the Easter 
holidays. The spring season, so far as 
work is concerned, usually ends at this 
time of the year. In past years, un-
expected lockouts in this and other in-
dustries when the organized workers 
are caught napping, were made with 
the object of giving the union a smash-
ing blow and the employers a free 
hand to introduce tyrant rule un-
checked. Evidently the cloak manu-
facturers, whose minds in labor affairs 
arc working by sheer association of 
ideas, have chosen this form of combat 
to restore the arbitrary conditions 
prevailing In the period 
strike of 1910. 
In manufacturers* circles 
were freely bandied about that t 
sociation was ready for this move 
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of the Easter holidays, which are 
known to bring a modicum of cheer 
into the workers' family life, public 
opinion would have, been outraged if 
60.000 people were locked out by their 
co*religionists on the eve of Passover 
—the commemoration of the delivery 
of the oppressed Israelites from the 
bondage of Egypt. Busybodies might 
further complicate the situation for the 
in the workers* 
flag flying high. 
union 
• * 
Ever since a year 
or more it has been 
known that the man-
ufacturers were planning to revert to 
the open shop practice in the industry 
and to enforce it either by a complete 
T H S V WANV 
TO umtooucs 
THE OPEN awor 
,- . . . . . or partial lockout. If this is the eoal 
manufacturers by pointing out a con- . J T
 4U * ' . ..
 h 
. . . . . . . . **. . T . . . . whither the present eaders of the as-flaw in their philan- . . , How, it would b C said, 5 0 c u t , o n w , , h , 0 b e «e»d,nK. f e y mil 
traduction, a 
thropic zeal, 
could philanthropists, who contributed 
money to the relief fund of Jewish 
war victims, lay themselves open to 
the charge of victimizing their own 
employees on Passover Eve? And so, 
to throw a sop to conscience, a com-
plete lockout was planned to take 
place soon after Easter. Well, we 
await developments. 
The manufacturers attitude of con-
cealment has given rise to the view in 
some circles that the employers' plan 
was for a partial lockout. A complete 
lockout would appear too brutal a 
method even for the most chronic an-
find it running counter to the wishes 
of the organized workers. 
A certain sort of employers would 
like, no doubt, to be complete masters 
of the situation in the matter of im-
posing any labor conditions they 
please. The union will, however, op-
pose to their desire all the strength it 
can muster. 
The open shop was unnatural and 
impossible already in 1910, and the 
employers found it so to their cost. 
After a bitter struggle of seven weeks' 
duration they were glad to get out of 
the open shop imp**** they had them-
selves created. And five and a half 
tagonists of collective bargaining and years' peace and collective bargaining 
peace with the union. So those who 
are only partially militant, because 
they possibly fear the storm of indig-
nation that is likely to ensue upon an 
inhuman move of this kind, counseled 
moderation in the form of a partial 
lockout. According to this view a 
partial lockout would better suit their 
convenience. . The manufacturers will 
have relegated the open shop idea in 
the cloak and suit industry to the 
scrap-heap of obsolete notions. There 
can be and there will be no going 
backward. We will oppose any such 
move tooth and nail. . 
An open-shop dream was back of the 
manufacturers' minds in the summer 
of 1915. They abrogated the protocol 
need some men to make the samples with that purpose in view, but they 
for the fall season. They could palm were eventually compelled by public 
off this partial lockout on the public opinion to open negotiations which led 
under the guise of so-called "reorgan- to the signing of a new agreement. 
i7,ntion," reduction of working force. The manner in which the employers 
business necessity, e t c Be this aa it wriggled out of their solemn under-
v w e should be well prepared to takings and refused to observe the 
meet this eventuality, and nothing can provisions of the new agreement was 
meet i t so effectively as perfect unity not very creditable to them, and is not 
' I 
likely to Tielp them in any future a t - ' 
tempt to reintroduce the open shop 
and with it the old system of semi-
slavery. The open shop rumor, how-
ever, shows the way the wind is blow-
ing in employers' circles, and we must 
watch it with all due caution and fore-
Meht. 
* ' * 
FoaawARNED All these rumors point 
IS FMEAMIBD
 t o , h c fact t h a t ,h e 
manufacturers are preparing to fight 
the union. We do not exactly know 
what form the attack upon the work-
ers' rights and liberties will take, but 
we must be prepared to take up the 
challenge the moment it is made. It 
behooves us to be on the alert and foil 
the attack. 
The manufacturers are proceeding 
on the assumption that the union will 
not be in a position to repel an attack. 
They proceeded on similar assumptions 
last year, and timed their assault at a 
moment when a number of officers and 
members of the union were indicted 
and wantohly imprisoned, on trumped-
up charges of murder. They were 
greatly mistaken then and they are 
much mistaken now. The alacrity and 
promptitude with which cloak, skirt 
and reefcrmakers are paying their 
dues, and the unanimity with which 
they have decided to pay an assess-
ment of $3 for men and $a tor women 
members is evidence that they realize 
the gravity of the situation and are 
preparing to meet it with their cus-
tomary vigor and determination. 
"Forewarned
 r is. forearmed" we 
wrote in this column as far back as 
September, 1914, in our advice to our 
members to introduce a higher rate 
of dues. We were not immediately 
threatened by any crisis at that time, 
but we considered the raising of the 
dues a sound and necessary invest-
ment. Our industry and human affairs 
in general are so complicated that it 
is always wise to be prepared for the 
unexpected. 
In the early stages of the war 
Europe one of the English statesmen 
hazarded the predictioh that "the last 
shilling, will win the war." This pre-, 
diction was no mere guess; it seemed 
to have.been based on the facts of life. 
No interpretation of the facts of our 
industry can be correct unless the 
financial question is taken into ac-
count. The present situation in New 
York must bring this point home to 
our members in a most convincing 
manner. 
Had our advice been acted on at the 
time, we should not last year have 
been subjected to a double-fronted at-
tack. This attack was directed at us 
in the belief that our poor resources 
could not withstand the shock. It was 
due to a great wave of solidarity and 
wise leadership that we were able to 
emerge unscathed from the ordeal. 
With half a million dollars in our 
treasury, our enemies would think 
twice before even dreaming of launch-
ing an attack against us. 
Had our advice to be financially 
forewarned been acted on, we should 
not be in imminent danger of an attack 
at the present moment. The Cloak 
Manufacturers' Ossociation would find 
that we were too formidable to fear 
a threat of this, kind, and the organ-
ized and individual employers in 
all centers of our industry would be 
only too willing to negotiate trade 
settlements with us. Our numerous 
problems within and without would be 
on a fair way to solution. 
It is now high time to realize that 
improvidence is too costly in the long 
run. We mention this matter now 
because as yet it is not too late to 
• 
1 
• ' • / - ; , • • 
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mead, and the topic ie timely in view forthcoming biennial gathering in 
our Thirteenth Convention next Philadelphia. We hope the conven-
montb. The financial problem has tion will bring it to a step nearer to 
been before 'several previous conven- solution. But let us turn to the gen-
tions, and it is bound to occupy con- eral subject of the next convention of 
siderable thought and attention at the which a great deal will be expected. 
OUR THHrraENTH CONVENTION AN INSPIRING 
GATHERING 
and conditions ameliorated in traded 
that formerly had been inaccessible to 
us. Reports from our locals likewise 
show progress all along the line. In 
the cloak industry of New'York our 
locals have acquired stability and 
strength in spite of struggles and dim' 
cutties. To many of our members the 
union has become an indispensable in-
stitution to which they turn in time not 
only of disputes but of sickness and 
distress. Here and there 100 per cent 
organization has been attained. When 
these reports come to-be read on the 
floor of the convention they will prove 
encouraging and inspiring not only to 
the delegates present but to our mem-
bership at large. 
This and the problems to be tackled, 
including the abrogation of the agree-
ment in the cloak and suit trade of 
New York, will render the convention 
one of the most important on record. 
I t behooves us all to bear in mind that 
upon the organizing field, only a be-
ginning has been made. We are still 
far from having organized a)l the 250.-
000 people employed in the various 
branches of pur industry, and the con-
vention will hayc to concert measures 
and discuss means for strengthening 
our present position and for extending 
our influence in new fields. 
The Thirteenth Convention will not 
bear the character of a political meet-
ing. The questions coming before it 
Our members are aware that the 
matters discussed in the foregoing 
artkle have a close and intimate rela-
tion to the gTeat convention which 
will open on Monday, June 5, at the 
bor Lyceum Hall in Philadelphia. 
The convention will be, in more than 
one sense, an inspiring gathering. 
Our thoughts revert to the Tenth 
Convention held in Boston in 191a 
Our union was then in a state of 
feverish preparation for a general 
movement in the cloak industry of 
Greater New York, and the convention 
inspired officers and rank and file to 
carry that movement to a glorious 
termination. We were then incom-
parably smaller in extent and an al-
most insignificant fraction of the labor 
movement of the country. This was 
six years ago. 
What a wonderful difference six 
years have made in the name and 
prestige of our International Union 
throughout the land? There is not a 
center of the ladies' garment industry 
which we have not made a rallying 
point for the workers to organize and 
secure improved labor conditions, 
while in a number of important cen-
ters and trades great improvements 
have been brought about. Numerically 
our organization is, at least, six times 
as strong as at the Boston convention. 
The reports of our officers and or-
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will be Measure* rather than Men. It 
will be free from personal issues. 
Trade problems will and must occupy 
most of .the time and attention of the 
delegates. Upon the deliberations of 
this convention will depend a great 
deal whether the International Ladies' 
Garment Workers' Union, of which we 
are all so proud, shall grow and in-
crease or shall continue to live from 
hand to mouth and so continually be 
exposed to attack. 
For this reason we once more call 
upon our locals to exercise caution and 
judgment in the selection of their 
. 
;3S'-r. 
delegates.' They must send to this 
convention representatives who will 
not merely listen but cooperate in the 
great work. The convention will need 
men and women of constructive mind 
to help devise the measures alluded to 
above; men and women who will not 
think exclusively of their own local 
affairs and interests but of the needs 
of the organization as a whole. 
Let our locals and the membership 
at large bear this in mind and the Thir-
teenth Convention will prove one of 
the most memorable in the annals of 
our International Union. 
INTERNATIONAL LABOR DAY 
May Day—the workers' First of 
May—has so rooted itself into the life 
of the advanced section of the labor 
movement that one looks forward to 
it every year with longings.born oi 
the new spirit and conviction ' that 
Labor rule* the world. It is, more-
over, the symbol of unity, solidarity 
and organized power; May Day in-
spires the workers with the hope* of 
eventual emancipation from industrial 
slavery. 
The two ideas naturally go hand 
in hand. 'Emancipation depends on 
unity and solidarity*, and it cannot be 
brought about without organised 
power. The labor parades, the great 
demonstrations and the labor gather-
ings held to celebrate the day are apt 
to set the workers thinking of their 
emancipation and of the great future 
in store for them provided they will 
maintain and increase their, unity and 
solidarity with a view to that end. 
ror nearly a generation the day has 
been celeftwtcd in both hemispheres 
the workers who arc imbued with 
that, faith'in the future of Labor. It 
was in 1889 at the International So-
cialist and Trade Union Congress held 
in Paris, that the First of May was set 
apart for that purpose. -The idea soon 
caught on and has since been faith-
fully adhered to every year by an in-
creasing number 6f organized workers 
-who ptn their faith to Socialism as 
their hope and realization of the idea 
of industrial emancipation. 
In the last two years international 
solidarity among the workers in Eu-
rope has been disturbed by a fratricidal 
war brought about by the greed and 
jealousies of kings and rulers. But the 
principle of solidarity has been kept 
alive by a faithful few even in the 
belligerent countries, and it is destine* 
to become a more living reality after 
the war. ' 
Whether the war will end in 1916 
or will drag on for another year or 
two, it will have taught the nations 
certain truths that they must long 
remember. One of these truths is that 










own interest, but must organize all its 
industrial resources collectively. 
After the war, whatever the result ,-
the peoples must , nationally and inter-
nationally, rear range their domestic 
and foreign affairs—nationally to save 
themselves from r u i n ; internationally 
because they will need the help of 
o thers , and they will have to employ 
t h e collective method , because the in-
dividualist method—the method of ex-
ploitation of the masses—means the 
dissipation of physical and mental 
energy and national resources. And 
because international solidarity of la-
bor has received a severe jolt in the 
old countries, there is all the more 
reason why we in free America should 
keep the "l ight burning. The labor 
bounds in spite of the bloody strife on 
the other side, and there is growing 
up a general recognition that Labor 
has it in i ts power to save the day after 
the war. 
The locals of our International have 
particular reason to celebrate the First 
of May this year and join the parade 
or participate in the demonstrations. 
O u r Internat ional Union has recently 
won a series of victories in which 
solidarity and faith in the cause of 
Labor played a great par t . By throw-
ing in our lot on tha t day with the 
larger labor movement, and joining in 
whatever celebrations are arranged, 
we shall lay the foundation for suc-
cessful movements and victories in the 
future. 
General Executive Board in 
the Hlautcs) ( from 
The seventh quarterly meeting of the 
General Executive Board was held at Sut-
ler Hotel. Cleveland, Ohio, from January 
37Ih to 30th, 1916. 
Present: Secretary-Treasurer H fir off and 
Vloe-Prealdenta Pierce. Lefkovlta, Mets, 
Halpertn, Koldofsky, Kati, Kurland. Caa-
aatta, Amdnr and Cohen. The absence of 
Vice-President Wlehaak was due to bta In-
ability to leave New York. In view of the 
uncertain situation In the cloak Industry. 
Vice-President Pierce presided. 
Secretary Baron* stated that the absence 
of President Sehleainger at the Bret ses-
ilou was due to unrest In the waist and 
dress Industry and numerous stoppage* 
caused by employers' defiance of the new 
standards, rulings and decisions. Presi-
dent Sehleainger ^iad taken up the task of 
adjusting the differences and restoring 
harmonious relations between employers 
and employ***. 
SECRETARY BABOFP*S REPORT 
To the Members of the General Executive 
Board; Greeting: 
Right after we returned from 8L Louis, 
President Schlealuger called a meeting of 
the New York Committee of the Board In 
Philadelphia to take up certain definite 
propositions which had arisen In connec-
tion with tho then Impending movement 
In the waist and dress trade In Philadel-
phia. M that meeting we decided to call 
a strike In Philadelphia on January 1-8. 
The strike lasted only four days and wat 
se tiled after a aeries of conferences with 
the Employers' Association. The worken 
returned to work under greatly ImproT*) 
conditions. 
To-day Local 15 In Philadelphia Is w«ll 
established, having a membership of about 
4,000. A splendid spirit prevails In the 
ranks of the workers. They recognise that 
their gains were principally due to tha In-
ternational Union, particularly to the un-
tiring efforts of President Schleslnger, who 
spent about four weeks In Philadelphia be-
fore and during the strike and spared no 
effort to make the campaign » success. As 
a token of their recognition and of the deep 
esteem In which President Schleslnger i» 
held by the masses of our women workers 
In Philadelphia, I would only mention the 
mm 
i 
Jerful reception accorded to blm at 
the Arch Street Theatre on February 37, 
at which be waa presented with a beauti-
ful silver loving cup. . 
The Waist Makers' Union, Local 16, it 
now centrally located in an excellently 
furnished office, every bit of furniture of 
wbleb, from desks and cabinet flies to wall 
pictures and lamps, was donated by the 
workers of the various shops. Moreover, 
the spirit of solidarity now prevailing 
among our dress and waist workers In 
Philadelphia baa spread to the cloakmak-
ers in that city, and has brought about a 
remarkable change atnong them. Practi-
cally all of their shops, which have for 
one or many reasons not been organised, 
have now Joined the union, and It Is safe 
to say that Philadelphia baa now 100 per 
cent or organisation in the cl 
well as In the waist trade. 
Daring tho strike I visited Philadelphia 
several times and helped the workers to 
the beat of my time and ability. 
As to affaire In N«w York, I need not 
dwell at great length on the movement 
In the children's dress trade which cul-
minated In a general strike on January 
St, 1910. Conferences were previously 
held with the employers' association of this 
trade; hut the manufacturers at first 
proved unyielding. 
Approximately at the same time Presi-
dent Bchleslnger held conferences witb 
representatives of the New York and New 
Jersey embroidery manufacturers in regard 
to the demands of the union on the em-
ployers. These conferences had also 
fslled, and a general strike was ordered 
by Local 6 on Friday, February 4, which 
was followed by a walkout of the New 
Jersey embroiderers on Monday. February 
f. The response of the New York em-
broiderers was so effective that the entire 
trade was at a standstill on the flrst day 
ot the strike. Another general strike was 
that of the wrapper and kimono workers, 
Local 41. Their season happened to be In 
fall swing Just then, and they were also 
called out on Monday. February ?. The 
can met with a hearty response.. The 
strike of the Wrapper and Kimono Work-
era was settled before two weeks were over 
on very satisfactory terms, and to-day 
tbey hare a membership of over 8,600. 
To bring these strikes to a snccessfn! 
erable some of money had to 
he spent by the International. The strike 
in the children's drees trade lasted five 
weeks and was fought very bitterly- The 
courts were quite merciless and the magis-
trates imposed heavy flnos upon the pick-
ets which were harassed and arrested on 
the slightest pretext. - Finally the Manu-
facturers' Association agreed to come to 
terms. An agreement was reached after 
conferring aeveral days, and the strikers 
returned to work victorious in most of 
their demands. Local 60 has now a mem-
bership of over 3,600, and we hope that 
this local will grow stronger and stronger 
and will assimilate Into Its ranks all those 
who have not been affected by the agita-
tion of the past few months. 
While these movements were progress-
ing. Local 25, Waist and Dreesmskera' 
Union, called Its workers out In a general 
strike on February 9. At least 36.000 re-
sponded to the call of the Union. This 
enormous fight of the wslstmskers re-
quired our attention for a considerable 
time. The strike lasted about ten days, 
and as s result of It ths workers gained 
a forty-nine hour week, a perfect prefer-
ential shop. Increases of wages on piece 
work and week work, and a Board of Con-
trol. The union signed agreements with 
460 Independent manufacturers, and en-
rolled about 13,000 new members. This 
tremendous piece of work was put througb 
with ability and skill that may well offer 
an Inspiration to other locals of our In-
ternational in their future work. 
The waist and dressmakers, Local 49 
of Boston, were likewise preparing for a 
general strike. Miss Rose Schnelderman 
spent several months In Boston getting the 
girls In line. Then Brother M. Perlsteln 
was sent there. A general strike was 
called by Local 49 on February 10. The 
, strike lasted for about two weeks and was 
settled with the association of the em-
ployers on quite satisfactory terms. Their 
hours were reduced to fifty a week In the 
winter months and to forty-nine hours In 
the summer; their wages were materially 
Increased, and union shops were eetab-
lUhed In the trade. To-day Local 49 has 
a membership of about 1,000 man and 
women in good stsndlng. 
The strikes in the embroidery trade In 
New York and particularly In N«w Jersey 
have proved to be very bitter and pro-
tracted. Right from the start the em-
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took a stand antagonistic to recog-
nition of the anion, and only after four 
wuekt they contented to confer with our 
representatives. In spile of the patience 
and endurance displayed by President' 
Schleslnger the conferences broke off and 
ware resumed again, until dually, on Feb-
ruary -If, after a fight lasting ate tail 
weeks, the strike In New Tork came to an 
end. An agreement conceding practically 
all the demands of the union was reached 
and the workers returned victoriously to 
work, while the New Jersey workers are 
still out and are conducting tbelr strike 
with undiminished vigor, We levied an 
assessment of SO cents per member to be 
paid in two weeks which brought us a con-
Isderable sum of money and helped to 
finance these strikes, the expenses of which 
were very Considerable. 
Local 41, Waist and White Goods Work-
ers of Worcester, has recently started a 
campaign for better living conditions and 
higher wages. Brother Perlsteln was ac-
cordingly directed to go to Worcester from 
Boston to take charge of the situation, 
On March 10 they called out several shops 
on strike, and from reports received the 
strike la In good shape. 
(Since this report had been submitted, 
President Schleslnger succeeded In effect-
ing a settlement with the employers, 
securing for the workers favorable condi-
tions of labor;) 
Brother Finklef. OUT general orianlger 
In the West, has been Is St Lonls until a 
month ago. Re succeeded In bringing new 
life Into the local organisation. From St. 
Louis we have, at the urgent request of 
the local union, sent him to Cincinnati to 
\ strengthen the locals in that city. 
/ ' . I have participated In the Grievance 
t Board meetings ot our Local 42, Whlte-
} goods Workers'-.Union, with the Cotton 
I Garment Association. The object of these 
V. meetings was to devise a method of en.-
V. forcing the preferential union clause In the 
\ shops of the said association. We hav« 
been quite successful In this. 1 have also 
taken part ID the first Grievance Board 
meeting of Our Children's Dressmakers' 
Union, Local BO. There were complaints 
growing out of the recent settlement; some 
employers had discriminated against a 
number of their strikers and refused to 
take them back to work upon various ex-
cuses. I attended the meetings of the 
Board of Directors of the Waurtmaker*" 
Union, Local 26, and during their strlko 
I literally spent all my time on their set-
tlement work, and I also attended the con-
ferences with tbe Cloak Manufacturers' 
Protective Association before tbe Council 
of Conciliation prior to the abrogation of 
the Protocol. President Schleslnger will, no 
doubt, report at length on the eloak trade 
In New Tork and the developments of tbe 
last two months In oonnectioa with the 
situation. 
I addressed the celebration meeting of 
the Philadelphia Waist, silk-Suit and Chil-
dren's Dressmakers on March 4 at the Arch 
Street Theatre: it waa certainly a source 
of great pleasure to me to be with them 
and to witness the excellent spirit prevail-
ing at the gathering of the men and women 
of this newly organised trade, 
I waa present at meetings of Local 108, 
Neckwear Cutters, who have been asking 
us for an organiser all the time; also s< 
meetings of Local 48, the newly organized 
local of petticoat workers, and have di-
rected Miss Schnelderman, who has re-
cently come from Boston, to Interest her-
self in these two locals, with a view to our 
undertaking organising work on a large 
scale In these trades. 
Insistent demands have lately been ad-
dressed to the General Office from our 
Raincoat locals No. SO of New Tork and 
No. 7 of Boston In regard to organising 
work. It appears that a Dumber of em-
ployers who were brought to terms last 
summer have opened ahops In small towns 
In New England in order to dodge tl" 
control of the union. This appears to have 
assumed serious proportions, and the or-
ganized raincoat makera are now seeking 
mean* to counteract It. They plan a wldo 
campaign In the trade and have request*^ 
the aid of the General Office. 
Daring this time our Chicago WfaJts 
Goods Workers' Union, Local No. 60, b" 
had a fight on hand which has result** 
very favorably. It occurred in the shop 
of Sopkln * Steinberg, a firm that lsst 
summer aettled with the union, and h" 
by Its poor faith In adhering to the terini 
of settlement compelled the onion to re-
new the fight. We have contributed I-"'"1 
towards this strike, and to-day the local 
Is quite elated over the victory and 1" 
ready to proceed with organising work °n 
a Urge scale. There are In Chicago, *> 
' . • • • • 
to note already, 
tbousanda of woman waist and wblte goods 
workers, and a movement among these 
people would doubtlaas meat wltb success. 
We are glad to note tbat In Baltimore 
an earnest movement baa been begun 
Istely to put toe local cloak makers' organ-
isation on a solid basis, A committee of 
Local 4 came to New Tork some time ago 
to ask for aid and advice. President 
aebtesfoger baa rtetted tbat city lately and 
we bave donated $100 for organising ex-
penses. 
M A , , 1916 • 
recelred the cordial assistance and soop-
eratlon of tbe members of tbe New York 
Committee of the Board, particularly -
Brotfaew 8. Lefkovits, fa. Mats a»d John 




The report was approved. 
Secretary Baron* recommended that the 
General Executive Board should avail It-
aalf of the power vested In It by Article 
For the last three months we have ' • Section 1, of the constitution and levy 
tpresd our activity to Newark, and the ex-
pense that we have gone to in starting 
tbe campaign in this New Jersey strong-
hold of the waist and white goods trade 
has been fully Justified. Aside from Miss 
Craig, who baa been on our pay-roll since 
March, 1916, we have had there Brother 
Portnoy, and he has succeeded in enrolling 
serersl hundred women workers into the 
organisation. We have had In Newark 
several successful strlkea and bare created 
a sundently strong organisation to ward 
off attempta by employers In the waist and 
white goods trade to use Newark as a 
haven of refuge for thwarting the'unlon. 
During the strikes that we have recently 
bad In New York and elsewhere we have 
employed the following persons for organ-
ising work and strike supervising: 
Local #1—8. Mots, Ah. Goldstein, I. 
Chatcuff, H. Klelnman. 
Local BO—H. Oreenberg, H. Klelnman, 
B. Li-f hovits, Henry Grass I. 
Local 5—John J. Jennings, J. F, Pierce. 
Local 49—Hiss Bchneldennan. M. Perl-
tteln. B. Kurland, 8. Jacobson. 
Local 4 3—M. Perlsteln. 
Local 1G—Chas. Irwin, Miss Utwakofr.. 
H, Klelnnuui, J. Oreenberger, H. Kortn-
sky,.M. Silverman, J. F. Pierce. 
We have, according to your decision. 
submitted to a referendum of our entire 
membership the question of Chicago or 
Philadelphia as convention city, and Phila-
delphia was chosen by a Urge majority. 
Thus our next convention will be held In 
Philadelphia. We are already making ar-
rangements for suitable headquarters for 
oar sessions and delegations and will Is-
sue the call for tbe convention In the first 
week In April. 
In conclusion, I wish to state that we 
e, during these past stormy months, 
a 10 conl aasesament for three weeks on 
tbe entire membership to carry tb* strikes 
still on band to a successful conclusion. 
After some discussion, In which sll the 
members of tbe bosrd participated, the 
recommendation waa carried. 
REPORT OF FIRST V1CE-PRKS">KST 
JOfTN F. PIERCR 
After the SL Louis meeting I was in-
srtucted to proceed to Philadelphia to as-
sist In the waist and dressmakers' strike. 
I spebt about a week or ten days In Phila-
delphia, and then returned to Bridgeport 
and New Haven to assist our corset work-
ers' locals, and I can report that they are 
In excellent condition, both financially and 
morally. • 
Later President Scbleeinger instructed 
me to assist Local GO la their strike. I vis-
ited and spoke at several of their meet-
ings at the different halls. 1 also attended 
their strike committee meetings and en-
deavored to perfect a systematic method 
of carrying on the strike, but das to some 
shop trouble In the Warner factory. 1 was 
obliged to go to Bridgeport for three days. 
Upon my return President Scbleeinger In-
structed me to take charge of the em-
broidery strikers Is New Jersey connected 
with Local 6 and at the same time to look 
after Local 6, the Rmbroldery Workera of 
Now York aa far as possible, and I 
been busy In this capacity ever atnee. 
The New Jersey embroiderers sre still 
on strike—this being tbe eighth week— 
and tbe number at present Is over 4*0 
skilled workers. Those who responded to 
the call of the strike consist of stitchers, 
watchers, shuttlers, menders and repairers. 
Hardly any organisation existed before the 
strike, and large numbers Joined our ranks. 
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Is out on strike, or else 1B working In on* 
of the forty settled union shops. 
AH those working In union chops are 
being assessed 20 per cent of their weekly 
salary for those still out, and are paying 
willingly. 
The spirit among the strikers Is excel-
lent, and we may surely anticipate a com-
plete victory for our International Union. 
I have BIEO rendered assistance, at the 
instruction of the General Office, to the 
Wrapper and Kimono Workers' Local 41 
In Bayonne and Local 118 In Newark, and 
In the New Jersey district I hare received 
the support and hearty cooperation of 
Brother Jennings ot the Jersey Office of 
the Cloakmakera' Union. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOHN F. PIERCE. 
The report was approved. 
The report of Organiser Flakier was 
read, and i t was decided to wire Brother 
Flnkler, then in Cincinnati, to Arrange a 
mass meeting at which Viee-Presldent 
Koldofsky would be present with a mes-
sage from the board. 
;-: 
REPORT OF VICE-PRESIDENT SfAX 
AMDUR 
During the month of January, when 
work for the Spring season started, the 
earnings of the workers In our trade were 
rather discouraging. Although prices 
were settled on all new styles In almost 
every shop, they were such that It was 
Impossible to earn a fair week's wages. 
Fifteen or eighteen dollars a week was. 
the highest amount earned working a full 
weak with overtime. 
I made complaints to the association 
and requested them to look Into the mat-
tar, but all my efforts were in vain. The 
contention of the association was that 
prices ware legally settled once, and they 
were not going to take up this matter 
again even It the workers had deceived 
themselves. 
One association went even so tar as 
claiming that the settlement of prices was 
not a transaction of business but a gamble, 
and those who understand the game best 
are those who win. This led me to make 
a move tor resettling prices. 
At first I took up a few shops where the 
were lower than In others, and after 
a stoppage of a few. days I was successful 
in resettling prices with a considerable 
gain. The most Important gain was that 
(he few shops returned to work strictlr 
organised union shops. The Idea spread 
among their workers, and In the next lev 
days requests came from almost every 
shop asking to be called to shop meetings 
in order to resettle prices. In the course 
Of a few weeks I succeeded in stopping off 
every Important shop In the trade, reset-
tling prices, and unionising the workers 
completely. Even the cutters who were 
always the hardest element to organize are 
now almost 100 per cent organized. 
The Initiation fees in our locals were 
raised as follows; Fifteen dollars ({15.00) 
for pressors, 110.00 for operators and cut-
ters, and 16.00 for finishers. 
In most of the shops prices were 
settled and resettled three and four times, 
and the prices were raised 60 to 60 per 
cent As a result we have now a strong 
and solid organization; almost every man 
and woman working in the trade is In 
good standing with the union. 
On Thursday, March 23,1 called a meet-
ing ot all shop chairmen and laid before 
them a plan that our members should psy 
for three months dues In advance while 
the season is still In progress. In order not 
to fall into arrears during the dull time. 
This proposition was unanimously accept-
ed, and a good many membera have started' 
paying advance dues last Saturday. . 
Our local was the first one to Install s 
system of sick and death benefits, which 
has been in operation for the last seven 
years, and has worked to the full satisfac-
tion of onr members. 
I have made an attempt to add an "out 
ot work" benefit feature. The first experi-
ment I made with the pressors' branch 
works fairly, and I hope that the other 
branches will follow suit 
. The Income of our union has mounted 
considerably*; from 91.800 to 18,000 per 
week has been received In the last couple 
of weeks. 
The agreement wo have had with the 
Manufacturers' AsaoclatlonB la now a thing 
of the past, but I have lately received » 
letter from our new Director of Public 
Safety, Mr. Wllaon, and also a copy of 
letter sent to him by the Manufacturers' 
Association In which they prefer charges 
against us. In his letter the Director has 
. .. . 
— • - Pel 
aaasssasTTai • * r i raa 
. . . 
. 
• Invited me to a conference at 
. • . 
on Friday; March 17, and haa offered bis 
assistance to bring together the union and 
the association. Ho also expressed bta 
willingness to act as, arbitrator. Mr an-
swer was that we would not go Into any 
new agreement unless the manufacturers 
will recognise the union shop. On Tues-
day, March 21, we had another conference 
at which President Bcbleslnger was pres-
ent, but could not reach any agreement. 
1 wish to extend our thanks to the Gen-
eral Executive Board, In tho name of the 
entire membership of Philadelphia, for 
selecting Philadelphia aa one of the cities 
for the next convention. 
Respectfully submitted, 
M. AMDUR. 
The report was adopted. 
In a brief report by Vlco-Pr«sld*nt Kat*. 
he expressed the view that It was neces-
ssry for President Schleslnger to visit Chi-
cago. Agreed to call President Schleslu-
ger's attention to the matter. 
President Schleslnger wan present at the 
last two sessions of the hoard. 
1916 n 
A committee from the Joint Board of 
Cleveland appeared and presented Infor-
mation on the trade situation In that city. 
The working conditions, thoy stated, are 
very unfavorable and the workers are 
ready to respond to the call of the Inter-
national for a general strike, In the opin-
ion of the committee there Is no other way 
of compelling the manufacturers to recog-
nite >tbe union, and therefore they re-
quested the O. E. B. to come to their 
assistance. . 
Organiser Solomon of Cleveland handed 
la bis report,, and the situation at Cleve-
land was discussed from every angle. It 
was decided that the matter shall be again 
laken-np at the first beat opportunity. 
-It was decided to arrange a mass-meet-
ing for the cloak and sklrtmakera of To-
ledo on Friday, March l is t . Vice-Presi-
dent Mets was Instructed IO attend the 
meeting. 
Communications were real from Locals 
Not. 10, 41, 60, SO and 88. These were 
referred to the general officers for action 
>t their discretion.. 
A telegram waa read from the Waist-
makers of Boston, Local No. 49, coogratu-
latlng the Q. K. B. ont the suceees of the 
recent <ltrik< 
REPORT OP VICK-PHEftlDENT 0. 
LBFKOV1TH 
On the 3rd dsy of February, at a meet-
ing of the New York Board, President 
Schleslnger appointed me to take charge 
of the strike of the Misses' and Children's 
Drassmskers* Union, I-oca I SO, and, of 
course, I waa compelled to leave tbe office 
of the Joint Board for tbe time being. 
The strike waa called out on January 
81, 1916, and I was the third chairman 
of the strike committee. Details of the 
favorable settlement are given below. 
The following Is an extract from the re-
port of Brother Oreenberg, manager and 
chief clerk of Local 60: 
Prior* to the calling of the strike we had 
a membership of between 1.200 and 1,800. 
Most of the oraanlted shoos were located 
in Brownsville, and we bad no control over 
the trade in New York. About 6.000 an-
swered tbe call for the general strike. 
There are thirty-four shops in Brownsville 
and we have control over all of them: these 
shops employ about 1,100 or 1,200 work-
ers a t the present time and they are mem-
bers of our union. In Brooklyn we suc-
ceeded In organising about sixteen shop*, 
which employ about 600 workers at pres-
ent, and about 400 are membera of our 
union. In New York, excluding the Har-
lem Section, we succeeded In getting un-
der union control 68 Independent shops 
and 39 Association shops, or which 20 are 
thoroughly organized. These shops em-
ploy about 2,800 workers, and about 2,600 
are members of the union. The toisl num-
ber of shops controlled by us Is 128, di-
vided as follows: Brownsville, 84: Brook-
lyn, 16; New York, 78; namely, 63 Inde-
pendent shops and 20 association shops. 
Some association shops were not affected 
by the strike, and we hope to organise all 
the unorganised shops in the industry in 
the near future. 
In the name of the Executive Board of 
Local 60, I wish to express our thanks to 
the International Ladles' Garment Work-
ers' Union for their moral and financial 
support before and during the strike, 
which enabled us to bring about improved 
conditions in the children's dress indus-
try and Local 60. We also wish to ex-
press our heartiest appreciation and thanks 
to Brother Lefkovits for the good work 
that he has done for Local 60 as chairman 
of the Strike Committee. 
After fighting hard for five weeks we 
finally reached a settlement and signed an 
agreement on the 4th day of March. 1918. 
with the Chlldren'a Dress Manufactnrera' 
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for a period of iwo years and nine month*. 
The main features of tbJ* agreement ere 
as follow*: A preferential union shop In 
the hiring, employing; retaining- end la Che 
distribution of work; the week*- work to 
consist of forty-nine hours; double pay for 
overtime; a minimum wage of 131 a week 
for full-fledged cutters; an immediate 
r a i n of t~ for all the workers who were 
below thia scale and an additional 91 a 
weak on Jan. 1 ,1917; an increase of 88 for 
the operators, namely, 91 Immediately, 91 
on January l, 1917, and ( l on January l. 
1918; a minimum wane of I * for all ap-
prentices; registration of contractors, with 
the responsibility of the manufacturers 
for the conditions prevailing In said con-
tractors' shops; no employe* shall be dis-
charged or-discriminated against on the 
ground of his direct or indirect participa-
tion In union activities; the employee* 
shall be Justly safeguarded against unfair 
aad wrongful discharge and against op-
pressive exercise by the employer of his 
functions in connection with all dealings 
with the workers; equal distribution of 
work; abolishment of bom* work; a com-
mittee on immediate action with an impar-
tial chairman, and a Board of Arbitration. 
The independent manufacturers have 
aimed for a closed union *bop. 
. ' 
it was my highest ambition that this 
strike should be settled favorably to the 
workers, as there waa a rumor spread that 
t ie strike bad been lost when I took 
charge of affair*, and I am happy and over-
joyed that the strike was won. 
1 wish to express my slncerest tbanks (o 
President Schleslnger and Counsellor Mor-
ris HIHquit, i*hb were instrumental In 
reaching thl* settlement with the associa-
tion. 1 also wish to thank the strike com-
mittee aad all the members of Locals 10,' 
50 and 98 who helped us win thl* strike. 
I am sorry to report that our active 
Brother Max Stern of Local 10 died In the 
niidat of the struggle, and I would recom-
mend that a revolution of sympathy with 




The- report w**r approved, aad It ws* 
decided to send letter* expressing the sense 
of the board's appreciation and thanks to 
all those who assisted In bringing the 
strike of the Children's Dreesmakers to a 
aaccessfol conclusion. 
• r 
Report of Organiser Rose Bchnelderman, 
relating to her work la Boston (see page 
19) and tiie report of Organiser Ab. Ro-
• 
Mnberg of work In Boston for the last two 
ynars were read and discussed. (An M-
traet from Bro. Rosenberg's report will 
appear In the neat Issue.) 
In regard to these reports, Vice-Presi-
dents Met* and Halperln were appointed 
a committee to visit Boston and confer 
with representatives of the. various locals 
there with a view to Improving the mutual 
relations between the cloak and skirtm 
em and waist and dressmakers. 
awraueMarce MA&ft-MEpnwa AT 
ROYAL H.AU, CLEVELAND 
On Thursday evening, March 30th, a 
great meas-meetlng waa held at Royal 
Mall, Cleveland. All the vice-presidents 
of the International were present. 
The hall was packed and those who were 
not on tine bad to he turned back for 
want of room. 
A remarkable spirit of enthusiasm pre-
vailed throughout, which may be taken as 
an Indication of a bright future for the 
workers sit Cleveland, despite the harsh 
conditions of the present time. 
Vice-President Cohen who waa In the 
chair, said that the union was like a home 
for the workers, affording protection from 
inclement weather conditions. Why should 
the unorganised workers wander about In 
the cold outside? Let them come to the 
union and] be warmed by the good hope 
o( a better future. 
• " 
Vice-President Pierce referred to the 
question of preparedness which Is dis-
cussed: everywhere. The best form of pre-
paredness. In his opinion, consisted In pre-
paring decent conditions for the workers. 
The right sort of preparedness was to or-
ganise in a strong union. 
Bro. Solomon described the conditions 
the shops. After working seven days 
week. Including overtime, one does not 
earn more than $16 or $16 a week. How 
much lower must people sink in order to 
begin appreciating the necessity of organ-
isation? 
Vice-Presidents M. Amdur of Philadel-
phia and 6. Met* of New York referred to 
the benefits derived by the workers from 
union effort. Let the workers of Cleve-
land follow their example. 
President Schleslnger, who was the last 
speaker, In a clear, buslnees-IIke address, 
convinced the workers present that the 
International bad done all la Its power to 
help the cloakmakers of Cleveland. As 
yet, no success has been achieved In bring-
ing the manufacturers to recognize the 
union, bat sueb success Is bound to be 
achieved in the future. President Schles-
lnger called forth great enthusiasm when 
declaring that one day the International 
will come to Cleveland and causa a gen-
eral awakening among the workers. In 
the meantime they must organise and be 
prepared for that eventful day. , 
; - " • • ' • • 
• * 
How the Boston Waistmakers Were Organized 
and Won Better Conditions 
Related in' Her Report to the General EsecwUv* Beard to Session at 
' ; B y OBN. ORGANIZER ROSE BCBNEIDERMAN 
At the time of my-arrival in Boston 
during the latter'part of November, Local 
40 had under Its control three shops with 
a membership of 186. Two weeks later 
the number of members decreased because 
one of the shops moved ont of town. The 
girls scattered among the different shops 
and trades, The trade was very dull at 
the time, and dues were coming In very 
slowly. Fortunately the local had 1100 
saved, and In that way they were able to 
maintain an office and a business agent. 
That in itself was not, very encouraging, 
* 
but as we know there was the 
of 1918 to live down; the union and In-
ternational were looked upon with dis-
trust, and a lot of reasoning and explain-
ing bad to be done In order to bring about 
a different frame of mind among the dis-
appointed ones. In spite of theee obstacles 
I proceeded with my organising work. 
The hieetlngs during the month of De-
cember were very poorly attended, be-
cause of the dull condition of the trade. 
We formed an organisation committee, 
and started out calling shop meetings. 
--•'.-
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Though the meetings were not *B lUCCfM-
•• we wished, we nevertheless made 
tsds Into unorganised shops, and In 
way Bpresd the thought of organisa-
tion. In the early part of oar camp . pn 
we called a conference of the Intelligent 
elements who showed no disposition to 
join the ranks, Out of the invited twenty-
live, twelve came. We had a heart to 
heart talk and only a few of them Joined 
the organisation right then and there, 
though the little gathering brought results 
later on. We then andertook a big n u i 
meeting a t Fatieull Hall for the last week 
In December with our International Presi-
dent and Secrelary~Treaaurer as the main 
speakers. We chose that time because wo 
hoped that the trade would be In a better 
condition, and because that week was a 
vacation week for the girls who had to 
attend night school. (Boston has a com-
pulsory night school law, and every girl 
iruler 21 who has not attended day school 
last attend foar nights a week.) We did 
oar best to advertise the meeting as widely 
as possible. We bought a half-page Is a 
Sunday edition of the dally Forward, and 
distributed copies among the girls, as well 
aa leaflets and circulars. 
The day of the meeting brought with 
It a New England blluard, and we looked 
at each other in despair. Luck seemed 
to be against us—the meeting was bound 
to be a failure, and snch it was as far aa 
attendance went There were about 100 
present, and we all felt very dlshearteaed 
for cot having been able to make a much 
better showing before President Schleiln-
ger. There were Gentile girls present 
representing a number of Important shops, 
aa well as a smattering of Jowlsh girls 
who had not come Into the fold. Small a t 
the meeting was, we later found, It bore 
Its fruit. 
That same day, during the noon hour. 
Brother Ab. Rosenberg, Manager of the 
Joint Board of Cloakmakers, telephoned 
that at 2 o'clock that afternoon there was 
to be a conference with the Waist and 
Dress Manufacturer*' Association, and 
asked Brother Sayvets and myself to be 
present On second thought, we decided 
to go, knowing In our hearts that a con-
ference of thle kind could only be a pre-
llmlaary aklrmlsh. The moating turned 
out Just as we thought We Indulged In 
a lot of generalities, took dock of each 
other, and upon the employers' questlone 
aa to what wa were after, we told them 
that we were not ready to take that Ques-
tion up a t the time, but that we would 
let them know aa soon as we wero ready 
to talk business. 
After the mass meeting the work be-
came livelier. Shop meetings were better 
attended, enough to show that our agita-
tion wa> having Its effect. Knowing that 
If Boeton waa to fall In Una with the 
other waist centers of the East we would 
have to act quickly, our next step was to 
call a conference representative of the 
workers of the different factories, In order 
to discuss demands, and we drew up a 
tentative list of demands a t the Executive 
Board meeting N u to have something 
tangible as a basis for discussion, Gen-
eral Secretary-Treasurer, Brother Baroff, 
seemed to be doubtful about the situation 
In Boeton and asked my opinion on the 
matter. In reply 1 wrote Brother Baron* 
a frank statement Intimating that though 
thlnge wore not as raahlng aa could b« 
wished, I thought Boston couid be whipped 
Into line that season. 1 gave him my plans 
of action, and asked him to await the re-
sults of the conference. 
' 
There were sevonteon shops represented 
a t the conference, and each delegate won 
questlond as to the sentiment prevailing 
in the shop. As far aa the question of a 
general strike was concerned, all of them 
claimed that In case of a call they would 
.be found on the firing line. We met again 
on Monday of the following week. After 
the Monday meeting, X was sure In my 
own mma. that we could not quit, and that 
we would have to see the situation through 
to a finish. I communicated with Brother 
Baroff to this effect and received bis ap-
proval In return. At that meeting the 
demands aa outlined by the Executive 
Board, with very few modifications, were 
concurred In, and were seat to oar Inter-
national Officers for approval 
Towards the end of the week a call 
came from the Manufacturers' Association 
through Brother Rosenberg for a confer-
ence. They wanted to know what to do 
before they sent their salesmen on the 




following week ami President Schleilnger 
wu present 
It It well to state here that the Waist 
»sd Dreu luduetty of Boston is not ex-
unttre: there are about 40 employers with 
•boot 1,600 men and women in the trade. 
Oni of the forty employers sixteen were 
then In the Manufacturers' Association, 
tad It was with their representative* that 
the conference took place. Tho night be-
fore the - conference a special executive 
meeting w u called, also committees repre-
MntfDg the three other locals concerned. 
Loess Not. 13, 21 and 73. Prealdent 
Schleslnger was present and discussed the 
different Horns of our demands. The Item 
whlci we were most anxious of was the 
d«mud for a closed shop, and we deter-
mined to fight as hard as we could for that 
dvmtnd. 
There were fonr conferences In all. At 
times It looked as If everything would go 
to pieces .and negotiations would stop* but 
(banks to the masterly and strategic way 
In which President Schleslnger handled 
the situation, we at last came to terms. 
Ws obtained an agreement granting a 
union shop and most of the demands we 
set out to get We agreed with the Aaso-
i imiaii that Were should be u cessation of 
work for a limited time, so aa to enable 
(he inlon to organise the non-association 
Bhopi. The time set for the general strike 
wu February 10th, 11 a. m. 
By this time the membership was In-
creailng. The most encouraging thing was 
the response that the American women 
were giving. Most of these women had 
stayed In during; the' strike of 1013 and 
had learned a lesson. We therefor* had 
resson to believe that February 10th would 
see the waist and dress industry In Boston 
»t a standstill, 
Wednesday evening, Februery 9, a mon-
itor mass meeting was held at Ford Hall, 
ooo of the biggest auditoriums of Boston. 
The ball was packed to 1U capacity, and 
*l'h great enthusiasm the announcement 
of tie coming strike was balled. Eleven 
o'clock Thursday morning saw thirty-Awe 
shops otrt of forty out on strike; nineteen 
of these belonged to the association and 
the rest were Independent shops. A week 
before the strike our staff wss strength-
ened by the arrival of General Organiser 
M
 Perlatein. Brother Perlstela gave hit 
best efforts towards the preparation and 
. . 
the successful termination of the strike, 
Monday morning, February M, eighteen 
shops were back under the new agree-
ment, twelve independent manufacturers 
signed up two days after. By the end of 
the week all but two shops were at work. 
The workers of one of the two remsinlng 
shops were poor strikers; we thought It 
best to send them to work In union shops, 
and turned all our forces on the one re-
maining; shop, the Belle Waist Comnsny. 
This Arm employs seventy-live women snd 
Ave cutters, mostly Americans, and we felt 
that all our energies would have to be 
bent towards winning this abop. There 
were several conference* with the firm, 
but without raaulta. The Belle Waist Com-
pany was obdurate and stood by its open 
shop declaration; after that the strike 
started in real earnest. 
We affiliated with the Central Labor 
Union, and at the first meeting we at-
tended we made our plea for assistance; 
we asked for men escorts for the pickets, 
and credentials to visit the unions for the 
purpose of selling ball tickets. The Cen-
tral Labor Union granted both oar re-
quests, and Immediately asked the dele-
gates present to volunteer their services 
on the picket line. The following evening 
the picket line wss bigger and stronger 
than ever; besides oar own strikers ther* 
ware the prealdent of the Central Labor 
Union, Brother Jennings and the business 
agents of the Teamsters. Sheet Metal 
Worker*, Plumbers. Moving-Picture Oper-
ators, Bar Tender*. Carmen, etc., etc. 
These men brought new life and vigor 
to the striker*. I am sure that the final 
victory scored by the Belle strikers was 
largely duo to the splendid cooperation 
given by our big brothers of the Boston 
Central Labor Union. 
In order to finance the strike w* levied 
an assessment of 50c, the income of which 
enabled the local to pay a strike benefit 
of three and four dollars a week. Two 
weeks later we reduced the aosoesment 
to 25c, because we sent most of the girls 
to work In other shop*, and left tan glrla 
to do the work of the strike. These girls 
did picket duty all dsy long;. 
In the meantime. Prof. Z.. Ripley, of 
Harvard, Mrs. Ripley, Vice-President ot 
the Boston Women's Trade Union League, 
and Mr*. Hollowell, President of the Bos-
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riot both sides together once more. An 
conference w u »rraoged on 
Muck IS, where Brother S. Jacobsen end 
I represented the striker*, with Mrs. Rip-
ley u d Mrs. Hollowell acting as moder-
ator*. Mrs. Hollowell w u vitally Inter-
ested because of the firm using the Con-
sumers'-League label. We found the firm 
now much more willing to listen to reason 
than heretofore, and after several hours 
we parted with the understanding that 
there would be another conference, and 
bopea that there would be a final settle-
ment seemed reasonable. 
Having brought Brother Jacobson Into 
the situation. 1 no longer saw any reason 
for my remaining In Boston, aa things 
were so arranged that Brother Jaeobeon 
could handle the situation very well, and 
the same evening I left for New York, 
leaving behind me restored faith and en-
thusiasm. I can any with pleasure that 
throughout my stay In Boston 1 had the 
cooperation and confidence of the officers, 
the Biecutlve Board and the moot active 
members. We parted best of friends; with 
a real sense of regret that between New 
York and Boston stood a relentless rail-
road corporation who demanded Ita pound 
of flesh. 
I am glad to say at this time that the 
Belle Waist Company settled on Monday, 
March 20th, after a five weeks' fight, tod 
that all demands were conceded. 
Local 49, consisting of a Yiddish end 
English-speaking Branch respectively, DM 
a membership of 1,000. Brother Bam Js* 
oobson, a member of the Cntters' UDIOB, 
Local 73, and for a short time chairman 
of the Joint Board, Is the Chief Clerk, snd 
Brother Sayvets Is Secretary. They hav« 
a very nice office at 7M Washington 
Street, and In spite of prophecies from 
certain quarters, there Is every reason to 
believe that Local 49 in here to stay and 
be a component part of the International. 
During my stay In Boston I attended 
three meetings of the Worcester Waist anil 
White Goods Maksra' Union. I also made 
three trips to Gloucester, Mass., with the 
hope of organising a local there, but found 
that the time was not ripe for an organ-
isation. Respectfully submitted, 
ROSE SCHNEID8RMAN. 
Conditions of Cloa k and Skirtmakers' and 
Waistmakers' of Chicago & 
Preen Uie Report of AB. BIHKO (Chief Clerk for the Cloak «*4 Sklrtaukers' 
Union Under the Collective Agreement with the Manafactarers' 
Awodation of Chicago). 
After the last strike at the firm of 
palmer * Co., five years ago, the union In 
Chicago was able to control only about 
three or four faetorlea; not the largest 
factories in the city, bnt factories next to 
the largest, which ware making a high 
grade merchandise. The membership of 
the union ran all along from ISO to about 
or 400, depending upon the seasons, 
and the representatives of the union were 
able to do business only with these shops. 
There were aurty or seventy other shops in 
(he City whose employees have from time 
to time joined the onion for purposes of In-
fluencing the price for labor In their own 
shops and then left the organisation after 
(hey had effected satisfactory tenna with 
their own respective employers. Part of 
the membership of the union constantly 
union and out of the union, 
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depending largely upon the seasons and 
the prosperity of the business in any given 
year. There was no stability to the union, 
nor were there any standarde in the indus-
try to amount to anything. Each factory 
wan n law to itself and ran on the prin-
ciple of no law at all. No regulations of 
hours, no standard pay and a great deal 
of contracting Inside of the shops; employ-
ees would be both employees and employ 
era at the same time. 
Chicago l« not a clonk town and these 
evils did not aasnme the proportion they 
usually assume In non-onion shops In the 
Bast, bnt some shops were bad enouftb. 
Conditions In the nafon shops were uot 
bad, only the employees la anion scope 
were always laboring under the difficulty 
of competition of the non-union shop* 
Employe™ would always say, "Why union 
dtrife" 
coodltiona In my factory, when upstairs 
the same class of merchandise Is being 
made for less par , and tbe non-union peo-
ple are accommodating the employer a 
great deal more than my nnlon balp ac-
commodate m e ? " T h e Idea that the en-
tire city ouKlii to be organised and stand-
ards establlahed making for uniformity of 
hours, rates of par. onion protection, e t c , 
formed Itself in the course of r ea r s as the 
Ideal and sope of those of our people who 
have been active In the life of our union. 
Communications were sent to the Inter-
national, asking for cooperation In organ-
ising the .-tty and in effecting an agree-
ment either, with the Individual employers 
or a collective agreement with organised 
employers, the lntantlon bolng to get all 
employers under an agreement and all the 
employees members of the union. Oor 
members were also under the Impression 
that this purpose could not be accom-
plished except through a str ike. U seems 
that there were a number of employers 
who had so arranged their own relation-
ship with (hair employees that a radical 
change In the condoct of those employers 
to their people waa not possible except by 
a strike, because in each of those shops 
there were established modes of relations, 
namely, favorites with helpers, who got 
the easiest work, had steadier employment 
than others and served the purpose of the 
emplorer to keep the balance of the em-
ployees in a submissive s ta te of mind-and 
the shop disorganised. 
bor ing the year of 1916, our local 
unions jointly with the International In 
auguratad a campaign to prepare for a 
general strike In the ent ire industry for 
the purpose of establishing uniform stand-* 
ards, namely, 60 hours ' work, price for 
piece, work to he based on t h e s tandard 
for operators of 70c, finishers, BOc, and 
pressors, 40c per hour, cu t te r s to work 
by week, full-fledged cut ters t o receive 936 
a week. During the agitation, t h e em-
ployers formed two associations for the 
purpose of entering Into an arbi t rat ion 
agreement which then prevailed In the 
Eastern cities, particularly la Hew York.. 
Municipal Judge Hurry M. Planer and 
other public-spirited elUsens Interceded In 
the controversy between the nnlon and t h e 
manufacturer*, and succeeded, a f u r many 
conferenoM between the representative* of 
the union and representatives' of the two 
respective manufacturers ' associations. In 
getting them to enter Into an agresment 
submitt ing all their controversies to be 
passed open by an Impartial board of arbi-
tration. The manufacturers assn. selected 
Mr. Samuel J . Klein, a former cloak aad 
then clothing manufacturer who has now 
retired frcm the manufacturing business, 
as their representative, and the union 
selected air. Wm. O. Thompson, who Is 
the arbitrator for the union In the agres-
ment that the Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers have with the firm of Har t , 
Schaffner ft Marx. Both of these gentle-
men jointly selected Judge Jul ian Hack as 
the third arbitrator. 
Brother BenJ. Schleslnger and Peter 
dlssman represented the union before tbe 
Board of Arbitration. I t la probably "not 
amiss to say t ha t It Is the sense of the 
members ot the Local Joint Board Cloak 
and Skirt make re" Unions and of tb« mem-
bership of Locals 18, 44 and 81, t ha t 
Brother Schleslnger has made a wonder-
ful contribution dar ing the hearing. H e 
has been a match and even a little better 
than the repreaentatlves of the Manufac-
turers" Association, their president, seers- -
tary and treasurer, by the way, quite able 
gentlemen, and also a match against a very 
able attorney that the manufacturers have 
engaged by the name of A. 3. Pfiaom. 
Brother fUaaman has also haen a r a r j 
great aid to Brother Schlesslnger In carry- • 
Idg on the hearing. 
Brother Bchleslnger made arrangements 
with- me to take charge of the Executive 
Department of tbe Union, vis.; to serve as 
Chief Clerk. I have ever since found a 
considerable number of shortcomings In 
the agreement and decision of the B 
of Arbitration. The mode of settling 
labor price has proven to be n o t as satis-
factory as provided for In the decision of 
tbe Board of Arbitration. Tbe subject of 
equal division of work Is not satisfactorily 
provided for In the declalon. Tbe subject 
or outside shops, contractor or sub-manu-
factnrer. Is not satisfactorily provided for 
In the agreement. There Is no penalty 
clause for violation of the agreement In 
the body of the agreement, *ad there are 
other Items t ha t arise from t ime to t ime 
a s controversies between the Manufactur-
ers ' Association and the Union, to which 
there la no answer In any of the proris 
of the agreement 
.:;;: 
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So thai wo have after a serins ol confer-
ences agreed that we will Jointly formulate 
a number of amendment* and additions 
to the agreement. interpreting mch clauses 
as are oot covered ID the agreement to 
the entire satisfaction of both sides, u d 
adding men Item* as experience bat shown 
to be of necessity in our industry, making 
the instrument more responsive to the mu-
tual needs, and mating It possible for ni 
to work harmoniously with at little frlo-
ton as possible. Items In the suggestions 
that are submitted by either aide and found 
not to be provided for in the agreement 
win be submitted to the Hoard of Arbitra-
tion for them to pass upon the respective 
claims of •lthor side, and we mean to hare 
a hearing by the board Just as soon as we 
can conveniently arrange It 
In principle, the mannfacturers hare 
agreed already to a penalty clause, to a 
clause covering the giving of work out, to 
agreed riles for shop chairmen in the 
shops. We had within the last six months 
three stoppagea of work. Before the Im-
partial Adjustment Board, we have only 
lost one case. We have won several cases. 
The Impartial Chairman of the Adjustment 
Board under the agreement la Judgo Henry 
Horner, Judge of the Probata Court of 
Cook County, and Judge Harry If. Fisher 
is the Impartial Chairman for the Adjust-
ment Board of the North West Side Cloak 
and Suit Manufacturer*' Association. AH 
things considered. It Is our Impression that 
the agreement In Chicago baa worked out 
fairly well, and when the amendments to 
the decision of the Board of Arbitration 
are agreed open, or the Board of Arbltra-
toa will enact those amendmenta, we be-
lieve that the agreement will be quite a 
benefit to our members and that we win 
be able to work harmoniously with the 
manufacturers In enforcing Its provisions. 
Both the manufacturers and our people 
do not aa yet fully carry out the provisions 
of the decision of the Board of Arbitra-
tion. Uanufacturera In the mala lay stress 
upon the one Item of the decision, which 
prohibits strikes. They feel that since the 
people cannot strike, they have It within 
their power to do aa they pleaae, and a 
number of the mannfacturers do ao. The 
people In turn feel that the only real rem-
edy against abuses Is strikes, and If to* 
are not permitted by the union' 1 
work, they feel themselves perfectly help-
less, aa though they are obliged to submit 
to a great many abuses committed by the 
employers, for which they would otherwise 
if they were able to strike, be In a position 
to retaliate and get redress. They say: 
"If we do anything wrong, the boss dis-
charges us and gets his satisfaction at 
once, while If the boas does something 
wrong, we have a law-suit to give us satis-
faction, and are in no position to sue our 
employer by way of complaints, testifying 
against him, etc., because he has It within 
his power to take revenge, even after be 
is punished by the Adjudicating Board of 
the Union and the Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, of any worklngman or woman work-
ing for him who caused him all that 
trouble." A real serious complaint Is very 
seldom made, except when the entire body 
of the people working In the shop make 
It The reason la, they believe, that tba 
boss Is not going to be able to punish the 
entire shop. 
It la only after a great deal of education 
on the part of the union that we succeed 
to get the people In the respective factor-
ies to have confidence In the efficiency of 
these arbitration hearings or hearings on 
complaint* by the representatives of the 
union and Manufacturers* Association: 
that we succeed to eomowhat allay the 
sense of helplessness which most or our 
members feel under the agreement By 
this time we have succeeded In a number 
of shops to make unwilling and deceitful 
employers live up In a fair measure to the 
provtilonsvof the derision of the Board of 
Arbitration, and In some shops we have 
succeeded but very little. My experience 
Is, that manufacturers who do not live op 
to the provisions of the decision are not 
any more at fault than their employees 
who are afraid to complain and whose 
spirit of fidelity amongst themselves In the 
shop and the spirit of Independence Is 
much below par. 
Four manufacturers in thlfl -city. Yls.: 
the firms of Halprin, M wiser. Palmers', and 
F. 8legai eV Bros., have not Joined the 
Manufacturers' Association, and the union 
has entered into no Individual agreement 
with these firms. They did not want 
recognise tbe union, and the union fe 
that since there had not been called a gen-
eral strike, we could not very wall Mil In-
dividual strikes of our members working 
for these firms. We were under the lm-
• * • / £ 
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presston that wa would be able lo main-
tain Qioae shops aa union shops without 
in agreement with the manufacturers, 
ThH proved to be a mlatake. -These fac-
tories bare remained open shops; so while 
our vinton haa been or considerable benefit 
to oar memberB working (or those shops, 
because wa have somewhat raised the 
standard uud influenced the rato of pay 
of the entire Industry of union and non-
union shops. Indirectly wa have not been 
able to benefit our members In tboae 
faclorlea by dictating anion conditions 
through the agency of .<,»,» union direct, 
and we find now that because of these 
•hops not being under an agreement with 
the union, oar work to protect our mem-
bers Is very difficult- Wa feel that wa will 
be obliged before very long to force Iseuea 
and measure our respective powers with 
these firms. The sooner we can d o thla, 
the better I believe the Interests of the 
people In our industry will be served. 
The anion conditions In the Beat, partic-
ularly In New York, Influence our situation 
because of the enormous amount of mer-
chandise that our manufacturers are buy-
lag In the Beat or threatening to buy 
whenever any claim is made by our mem-
bers for union standards. We feel, • It la 
oar opinion, that the union ia In better 
ibape here in Chicago than It la in the 
Bast; that the atandarda prevailing here 
are, in fact, much higher than those pre-
vailing In the Beat, In the matter of price 
for labor, hoars, treatment, etc., in the 
same class of shops,' so that. In oar opin-
ion, we do not lag behind at all any ladles' 
garment center In the United State*; that 
wa are a little ahead in the procesaloo, 
and we mean to keep up aa beat we know 
how. 
The Manofaeturera' Association has ap-
pealed from the decision of oar Adjust-
ment Board to the Board of Arbitration. 
Judge Hack has sustained the Adjustment 
Board and Brother Mlzos has received 
some |120 back money for time lost while 
discharged. Judge Henry Horner lately 
has awarded the employee* of H. Bchumnn 
* Bros. $460 because Mr. Schuman baa 
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AH things considered, the collective 
agreement Is working fairly welL In our 
opinion, It will be. In time, of immenae 
benefit to oar members. It haa been up to 
now of some benefit, but not of aa much 
benefit as we think It ought to be when 
we succeed to get the Industry of the 
entire city under its control and all of the 
needs of our peopls answered In Ita pro-
vision!. ... 
Local No. 69 of the Shirt Waist and . 
Dressmakers' Union has not been very suc-
cessful ID ita effort to organise Ita ormft 
The. Industry of shirt waists and dresses la 
very large in thla city. I ahould say about 
8.000 or 4.000 people are employed, very 
largely women of all nationalities—Slav-
onic, Polish, Bohemian, Lithuanian and 
Jewa; also a good many Oermana and 
Americana. I think It will take a great 
deal of effort to organise these people. I 
think we ought to have a Polish and Jew-
ish woman organiser, and, with the people 
we now have, I have ac Impreealon that 
we could organise the trade. I believe 
that we ought to make an effort to estab-
lish a collective agreement In that Indus-
try. If we could effect an oi ganlsatlon, I 
am sure we could aucceed In establishing 
a collective agreement. 
Local No. 00 has an agree moot with only 
two of the Grins In the kimono and houee-
dreaa business. Tbey have Increased the 
wages materially of the people employed 
by the Hersog factories and also of the 
people employed by Steinberg A Sopkln 
Bros., but there are In this Industry S.000 
or more people employed outside of the 
Union, sJid an effort In that direction would 
be followed with success, 1 would, there-
fore, recommend to the International to 
cooperate with the locals here In an effort 
to organise the ladles' garment Industry In 
the entire city In all Its branches, and If 
possible effect a collective agreement with 
the organised employers to be governed by 
a board of arbitration, somewhat In the 
same manner as the collective agreement 
now in vogue with Locals No*. IS, 44 




with die Cloak Manufacturers 
By OSOBOB WI8HWAK 
(Manager of the Cloakmakers' Union) / 
Surprise h u been manifested In many 
quartan as to why the laat agreement In 
the cloak and suit industry, signed on July 
St, 1915. baa had each a brief epan of life. 
The only explanation for the high-handed 
notion of Un employers in abrogating the 
agreement is to be found In the fact that 
they did not enter Into It whole-heartedly 
and wired the Brat opportunity to Bound 
its deatlrtoen. Let HI consider their 
action in detail; It may help t» to a clear 
understanding of the situation. 
Before It * U abrogated the Council of 
Conciliation had rendered three decisions. 
Firstly, that where piece prleea hare been 
eettlod ao low aa to afford the workers 
poor earnings, a member of the council 
should be empowered to order a resettle-
ment. Secondly, that In hiring employees 
the employers should give preference to 
members in good standing of the union. 
Thirdly, that a Board of Control to enforce 
standards should be Immediately estab-
lished. 
The employere accepted the thtrd de-
cision, hot refused to abide by the first 
two decisions. In other words, they abro-
gated the agreement on account of the 
decisions for occasional resettlement and 
glTtnc preference to union mon. 
m reality, however, they could easily 
•wallow the two decisions relating to re-
settlement and preference, while the de-
cision aa to the Board of Control was the 
bitterest pill. Let oa see. 
i regard to resettlement the decision 
so cautiously aa to render re-
neoeaeery only on www occa-
sions. In View or the frequent changes of 
style and the consequent variation of work 
prleea the contention of the employers that 
resettlements in exceptional eases would 
upset their bnslnesa arrangementa was a 
mera •axcaaa rather than baaed on actual 
in the matter of preference, the argu-
ment of the employers axnlnst a union 
shop rested on the claim that they did not' 
want to discharge A good workman who 
• 
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was delinquent In the payment of union 
dues, and they refused to compel him to 
pay hie dues. But the decision hsd refer-
ence to preferring union men at birtag, 
and the employers could have no economic 
Interest In opposing such preference, B< 
sldes, the decision was no new arrange-
ment; It had been In force for fire yean 
In reality the employers did not abro-
gate the protocol because of the dedstou 
for resettlement and for giving prefereocc 
to union men. They had more to fear from 
the Board of Control. This hoard wns to 
have been entrusted with Important duties. 
Its principal task was to abolish the ertl 
from which the cloakmakers suffer to 
much and the employers gain so mucfe, 
namely, the competition between the Inside 
and outside shops. 
Until « 1 0 the employera" autocratic 
rule In the shops had been supreme. There 
bad been no Battled standards. Work 
prleea had been arbitrarily determined by 
the employer, and the workers had ao voice 
In the matter. 
Bat the historic strike of 1910 radically 
changed the altuatlon. A powerful union 
came on the scene and started ezcrclsim 
some control In the ordering of labor eoe-
rfitlons. Price committees erected by <•'-• 
workers themselves took a hand in fliin* 
piece prices, and the employers' arbitrary 
domination in determining labor condition! 
waa rendered Impossible. TbU changed 
regime In the shops tending to democrat; 
in Industry did not Bait them, and so the? 
reverted to the old-time expedient—"Di-
vide end rule." 
Here la a practical example of how the; 
attempted to restore, their arbitrary role 
of former times. 
upon getting a new Una of garments the 
following conversation would take p!*» 
between the employer and the workers' 
price committee: 
Employer: How much for making this 
garment? 






offered to make It for 80 c«nti; you can 
make It or leave It, Just as you please. 
The committed, fearing toe low of the 
#ork. ofTer to make It for 80 cento; they 
b»v« no alternative. 
To the sob-manufacturer the employer 
would aay: "I e*n get this garment made 
la ay ova shop for 80 cent*, but If you 
will make It for 10 eente, you*get the work. 
Tbt tub-manufacturer aubmlta the lowered 
price of 70 cent* to Ma employees. They 
in- reluctant to reduce the price, but tbey, 
too, cannot afford to lose the work and 
finally agree, and thus the work prices sink 
lower and lower. 
This then li tbe whip that the employer 
holds over the workers' beads. He Intimi-
dates the Inside workers with having tbe 
•ub-manufacturer at his beck and call, and 
uses the Inside workers as a scarecrow for 
the outside workers. He drives the sub-
man uf act u ring wedge Into our union army, 
renders the workers helpless and forces 
thorn to compete with each other, thus 
complicating our problems^ 
By two means the union sought to tear 
this whip from the employer's bands; (1) 
by establishing definite standard prices 
and making the employers fully responsible 
for the conditions In their subsidiary 
•hops; (2) by establishing a Board' of 
Control to enforce standards In the Inside 
as well ns the outelde shops. 
In signing the agreement last year the 
employers agreed to definite standards 
stipulated therein, but they railed to carry 
them out. and the decision to establish a 
Board of Control stuck In their throat. 
iT, 1916 
They could not swallow it, lest an effort 
should be made to carry out the stipulated 
standards; so they abrogated the protocol. 
As if to prove their desire to revert to 
tbe inhuman conditions of former years 
they hatvo now decided to make a lockout, 
but what will tbe cloakmakers say? 
The workers have resolutely set their 
faces against a return to the old, slavish 
conditions. We shall wage the most de-
termined struggle In the history of the 
garment trades if the employers mean to 
force It on us, and one of tho objects of 
the struggle must be to abolish the un-
natural competition between the workers 
themselves. 
We must wrest from the employers this 
weapon of pitting one worker against an-
other, with which they have harassed the 
cloakmakers during tbe life of the old 
protocol and under the recent agreement. 
We are now more than ever In a fit con-
dition to carry on a fight for the abolition 
of this evil which bars our way to real 
unity, H is In the Interest of the employ-
ers to keop the workers divided, but we 
must foil their purpose. 
Tbe cloakmakers have never been bettor 
prepared for s decisive struggle. Six years 
of organisation experience have given the 
union stability and the power to reader 
futile the employers' designs upon our very 
existence. Their threat to attack us soon 
arter the Hsflter holidays has already 
drawn our people closer together. Their 
purpose Is to destroy our union, but we 
shall not allow them to take us un-
awares. We perfectly realise their alms 






The Whitegoods Workers' Union 
A Review pf Two years* Effort to Improve Conditions, Serving as a Report to 
• Thirteenth Convention of Che International 
INTRODUCTORY 
Our international Union 
for Its next convention, and 
Office Is summing up its two 
Ity. In keeping with the 
deem It proper to direct the 
'the numerous membership of 
tlonal In particular and the 
fnent in general to the work 
By H. UkXQ 
moots of the Whitegoods Workers' Union. 
Is preparing We shall not only chronicle the events 
the General as they happened, but set forth the pres-
years' actlv- .ent condition of our organisation and let 
occasion, we all our good friends rejoice with us. 
attention of It Is not, however, with tbe purpose of 
our Interna- boasting, that we embark on this story, 
labor move- even though It la perfectly legitimate to 
and achieve- pay a compliment where it Is due. 
' 
• 




The work of a union Implies the var-
um of human beings; frequently It In 
volvos strenuous, uphill labor of heart and 
soul. If thiH work happens to be concen-
trated around a few, tho elite, who moat 
necessarily be entrusted with consider-, 
able responsibility, and have tact and the 
force of Influence; who mutt outline the 
details of the work and give It tone and 
direction, then these few deserve recogni-
tion. 
We know that public work of this kind, 
•specially In labor organizations. Is mostly 
a tbuklew taa*. It Is not always rightly 
appreciated. Often a certain endeavor 
meeta with cold Indifference Instead or 
warmth and* enthusiasm. Leaders and ac-
tive workers nr* apt to feel discouraged 
and despondent, end suffer gratuitous soal 
torment at such an ungallant reception. 
We do not by these remarks wish to 
offset a possible charge of boasting. Im-
plied In our ro*e-colored portrayal of the 
achievement of the Whltegoods Workers' 
Union, In order that It may reflect credlt-
»Wy upon the lenders and officers. We 
have nothing to apologise for. It in only 
rf to state, that If upon the aur-
the waters eeera to he calm and 1m-
perturbed, am! achievements appear to 
come naturally, without striving, It la not 
so In reality. 
Every Improvement In working condi-
tions, even the least Important, Involves 
considerable; effort. Every step Is attend-
ed by anxiety, and before proceeding to 
describe the occurrences of the p u t two 
years. It Is necessary to lay stress on this 
point. 
These two years were crowded with 
events that were vital to the Interests of 
the whltegoods workers and the develop-
ment of their organisation, and upon 
looking back and considering the road we 
have traversed, we contemplate the fact 
with great pleasure that we ourselves 
have been those who prepared the road, 
clearing It of thorns. In order that thou-
sands of workers, at the machines and 
with the pressing Irons, should be able to 
march on to a better and freer life. 
That road was hard and encumbered 
with obstacles. The reaction which ho-
vered over our labor movement In the 
form of false accusations by gangsters, 
spread Its black shadows likewise over us. 
Our first officer. Brother 8. Shore, was 
• 
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also enmeshed In the webb of concoction* 
fabricated by the enemies of the labor 
movement. 
Bat we have nevertheless traversed the 
road. Aa to the progress of the march. 
the difficulties encountered, how we met 
them and whst we have accomplished— 
an answer to these Queries will bo found 
In the following story of the Wbltegoodl 
Workers' Union, one of the biggest uii|on» 
of women workers In the country. 
Let ns at the outset consider the i 
of the Industry and the condition of our 
union at the time of the last International 
convention. 
CONDITIONS OF THE TRADE AND THE UNION 
The contract signed with the Cotton 
Garment Manufacturers' Association after 
the general strike of ISIS provided that 
six months prior to Its expiration a con-
ference should be held between the par-
ties, tor the purpose of considering any 
necessary changes. The contract was to 
expire'In Feb., 1916 so that the confer-
ences were to commence in the summer 
of 1914. 
But the time was then very unfavorable 
to the union. Terrible slackness pre-
vailed In the trade, and many shops were 
almost deserted. In the shops whero the 
clatter of machines was still audible very 
few people-were employed. This state of 
things was unfortunate tor us. Unem-
ployment among the workers reduced the 
onion revenue. The members could not 
pay their dues regularly, and the meet-
ings were not well attended. It Is natural 
that when, through forced Idleness, the 
girls aro not In the shops their Interest ID 
the union fades. They aro apt to conceal 
In their hearts the worries snd suffering* 
that are brought on by unemployment. 
They do not parade them before the pub-
lic eye. 
A large number of workers were 
weighed down by the trade depression. 
The anxiety for the morrow, the fpar of 
the sad results caused by prolonged pe-
riods of slackness, the despair that fol-
lows the dally fruitless search of work -
all these kept a number of whltegoods 
workers at a distance from their organ-
isation. Their social fnsMnet that often 
brings them to the union Became blunted, 
and dark days seemed to be In store for 
them. 
At such times manufacturers 
seek 10 cut down the earnings of the amall 
number of workers omployad ID the trade. 
Under such circumstances tba totalled 
good faith that la supposed to subalat be-
tween responsible manufacturers and the 
coarse, and St tbe other party la unyield-
ing and In a militant mood, an open con-
flict, a strike In the Industry, la bound to 
result. That 'means almoat superhuman 
effort, suffering and persecution for the 
union has little value. 
True, w* did not come to an open con-
flict wth tbe manufacturers, but a silent 
yet obstinate struggle was going on at 
eTtry demand made by tbe union upon 
employers individually or tbe Association 
collectively. This struggle found expres-
sion In the complaints or our members and 
(o their adjustment. 
la tba best of times, when raanqfactur-
ers have good prospects ot extending tbslr 
business, and should. In their own Interest, 
try to prevent the growth of dissatisfac-
tion and bitterness among their employees, 
even then the supposed good faith toward 
the union is no more than a high-sounding 
phrase. Even then tbe union must force 
the employers to show good faith. 
It la easy to Imagine how this good 
(sltb was manifested at that time when 
manufacturers felt that the union would 
not dare to demand much, that perhaps 
the union had no fighting strength. 
Tbe onion, however, through our man-
ager. Brother 8, Shore, was constantly on 
euard against being slighted at that un-
favorable time. Whenever, a vital ques-
tion arose., the right step was taken after 
due deliberation. 
Although much attention had to be 
given to Individual complaints because 
manufacturers utilised tho slackness to 
treat employees unfairly, still, we did not 
lose sight of the approaching conferences 
*lth tbe association that were to con-
sider amendments to tbe agreement look-
ing to further Improvements In working 
conditions. 
It should be borne In mind that unem-
ployment and Its dire consequences did 
Rot only prevail In our ranks. In all 
trades throughout the land Industrial de-
pression brought Buffering and despair to 
the working class. Everywhere the effect 
of tbe trade depression checked the aspira-
tions and damped the enthnslssm of the 
workers for large undertakings. 
Per us tho renew*! of tho agreement 
with the Cotton Garment Manufacturers' 
Association was a large undertaking. A 
union cannot go' back. One step In »d-
•ance necessitates a second step In due 
workers. 
Yet, nothing daunted, we prepared for -
the undertaking. We formulated new de-
mand* and looked forward to the confer-
ences with confidence. 
THE NEW DEMANDS 
We arranged a number of abop and dis-
trict meetings which were attended by our 
business sgents, W. Davis and M. Syeta, 
who were IP constant consultation wth 
our msnager. Brother 9. Shore. In this 
way we made known our plans to our 
members and called forth their Interest in 
coming; events. At meetings of shop chair-
men, who form the most active element 
In oar union, the condition of the ahopa 
were clearly gone over. The earnings of 
piece and week workers respectively, the 
manner of settling prices, the attitude of 
manufacturer* to members of the union, 
the frequent vlolstlons of the agreement 
by- many employera, and many other prob-
lems affecting the union workers In the 
shops—all these were amply and thor-
oughly discussed and ascertained. 
Manager Shore drew up clear-cut de-
mands, which received the sanction of the 
Local Bxecutive Board, of the General 
Officers ot the International, and of our 
legal adviser, now Congressman Meyer 
London. • 
Moat of the new demands took the form 
of propositions for revising certain provi-
sions In the old agreement. Our main 
demands were: Brst. the Introduction of 
a minimum scale for week worker*. 
Where there was a scale for apprentices or 
beginners we wished that It should not 
rest solely with the manufacturers to de-
termine the length of tbe apprenticeship 
terra. Manufacturers may like the ap-
prenticeship term to last forever. Fur-
thermore, for beginners we stipulated one 
scale for operators and pressors and an-
other for rlboners and examiners, the lat-
ter being a leas-Important branch of trade. 
Secondly, we wanted a specified form of 
settling prices for piece workers, a mini-
mum rate forming the basis. As a reault 
of the general strike of 19IS the piece 
workers won such a minimum rate, name-
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Increase of ten per cent on their earning* 
•t tbe end of every week. It developed, 
however, that this 10 per cont Increase 
did aot last Ion*. At settlement of prices 
manufacturer* would aot up the claim 
that the 10 per eeat was already Included 
In the price agreed on. That would cause 
disputes, and the workers did not always 
profit by the arrangement. The union: 
therefore asked for a well-defined form 
of settling prices with a recognised price 
committee on the definite basil.of a mini-
mum rate. 
Thirdly, we asked an Increase for the 
week workers, and, fourthly, that the 
provision relating to union members m 
the shops should be clearly defined, so 
that manufacturers should be obliged to 
employ members of the union. The pre-
vision In the old agreement relating to 
this matter was rather vague. Quite 
often the union had cause for oomplalot 
against very many manufacturers, whose 
action* In the shops tended to weaken the 
sentiment for the union. Frequently the 
representatives of the association did not 
regard this question with the serlousnetts 
It required. The union, therefore, desired 
a clear definition that should need no in-
terpretation or explanation. 
These were the main demands by which 
It was intended to bring some Improve-
ment and remedy accumulated evils In tbe 
trade. 
In order to bring these demands to tbe 
attention of our members and to enlist the 
sympathy and enthusiasm of the masses. 
a strenuous and sustained campaign was 
Imperative- Tbe summer months of 1914 
had gone, and the shops showed signs of 
Increased work. Again we resorted to 
calling numerous shop and district meet-
ings. Executive members and shop chair-
men, under the guidance of our officers, 
applied themselves to the task with energy 
and persistence, and a demonstration was 
arranged at Cooper Union Institute, where 
Manager Shore received a mandate from 
the masses to effect a settlement wit 
association to the best of his 
Should It be necessary to wage a conflict, 
we were all prepared to carry ft through 
to. a finish. 
The voice uttered at the meeting In 
Cooper TJnlon found an who throughout 
the Industry. The manufacturers aa* 
that the trade cruris bad not completely 
benumbed tbe spirit of the whltegoodi 
workers: that It did not extinguish tot-
iight that had bunt Into flame ID th« 
general strike of 1911, and the associa-
tion invited the union to confer on the 
revision of the'agreement. 
THE CONFERENCES WITH THE ASSOCIATION 
The conferences began In November. 
1914, and In many of them President 
Scbleslnger and the then General Secretary 
Slgman also participated. There were 
likewise present representatives of tho 
Cutters' Union, UK*\ 10, bnt it fell to the 
lot of our union to play the leading role 
at these conferences, for onr Interests 
were more vitally concerned than those of 
the cutters. Our International officers, on 
the other hand, know that our local offi-
cers were lufilclently responsible and 
cautious In making any move, and left 
tbe task to the sole discretion of our 
representatives. We, however, received 
the full moral support of the Inter-
national. It did us much good to bssk 
In the sunshine of Its great prestige. 
An Interesting incident occurred In con-
nection with the conferences which Is 
worth while recording. 
Before the Initial conference took place. 
Brother Shore was Informed that Mr. B. 
Ratner of the firm Ratner Bros., had been 
selected by the association aa one of Ita 
representatives at the conferences. This 
firm had frequently violated the provi-
sions of the agreement'. At one time, 
when the Grievance Board of both parties 
had decided that the firm shall allow ac-
cess to Its booka for the purpose of In-
vestigating certain clalma by the union, 
the firm Ignored the decision. The Arm 
was thus liable to be placed under charges 
for violations, and It was not proper that 
their representative should be honored in 
being selected aa one of the conferees. 
His presence would have marred the 
peaceful character of the conference*, 
contradicting the principle of good faith 
between the contracting parties. 
Brother Shore, therefore, protested in 
the name of the union to the then presi-
dent of the association, Mr. D. E. Slcber 
of the Arm Slcber £ Co. The then lead-
ing men of the association soon came to 
realize the Justice of the union's protest 
and withdrew Mr. Ratner's name from tb* 
list of conferees. 
True, It was somewhat risky 1 
• ; 
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an Issue o r this matter, but the aesocla-
lion realised that tha union did not mean 
to Interfere la It* Internal affalra and dic-
tate to It who should or should not be 
It* representative. The association recog-
nised the manly attitude of the union and 
thereby confirmed the principle that an 
employer acting defiantly and violating 
the agreement, which Is the symbol of 
peace, between the parties thereto, must 
not have a hand hi the peace negotiations. 
He tbuB renders himself unfit to bandy 
about such words as "good faith." "confi-
dence;," •'industrial peace," etc. 
Our representstlTea thus went to the 
conferences.with lighter hearts. But they 
bad yet to overcome a sorloa of conten-
tions and argumenta by the other side. 
Mr. Harry A. Gordon, the attorney for the 
association, brought to the defence of his 
client* all the verbal arrows that an ex-
perienced lawyer can find In his forensic 
armory. His principal contention was: 
Why should the burden of union demsnds 
fall only upon the shoulders of the New 
York manufacture re r Why does'not the 
union try to extend Ita control also to 
other cities? In his opinion, the Industry 
was leaving New York because manufac-
turers were unable to comply with the de-
mands of the organised workers, and out-
of-town manufacturers had a free hand In 
competing with those of New York. 
Brother S, Shore In reply mutflrfuiiy 
analysed all these contentions and showed 
that hy their actions many employers of 
the association had weakened, the union 
sentiment In their shops. This was the 
cause of many shops slipping away from 
union control, and the union was rendered 
financially unable to assist the Interna-
tional In organizing the whltegoods Indus-
try in out-ot New York centers. If the 
New York manufacturers were really In-
terested 16 the organisation of the entire 
Industry with a view to chocking unfair 
competition, they should have suited their 
actions to their words; they should not 
have made-It necessary for the union to 
coneentrats Us entire* attention upon New 
York. Furthermore, since the union did 
sot hare complete control over the work-
ers in many of the association shops, be-
cause not all of them were lis members, 
owing to a one-sided Interpretation by 
the association of the preferential pro-
vision of the agreement, employers vrere 
violating the contract (a every way. Tfce 
conditions In the Industry were unequal, 
and manufacturers, nominally joined to-
gether In the same association, In actual 
practice were Competing with each other 
In the matter of labor conditions. 
Thus the contentions of the employers' 
representative were completely refuted. 
The conferences lasted several weeks. 
We. were apparently hasty In thinking 
that the negotiations had beeo termi-
nated, and that revisions agreed on by the 
representatives of both parties required 
only the Indorsement of the association, 
The association do«a not seem to have 
been unanimous In the matter and did not 
approve tbe action of Its representatives. 
This meant a renewal of negotiations, for 
the air was again fraught with doubt and 
uncertainty. Once more the possibility of 
a general strike was dangling before our 
eyes. 
Finally an agreement was reached and 
a new contract was signed on March 8, 
1916. to be In force until March 6, 1917. 
NATURE Or THE SETTLEMENT 
The four principal demands of tbe 
union had been won; namely, a minimum 
scale for' week workers, which secured to 
many of them an Increase of 11.50 end 
$3.00 a week. Those whose earnings 
were above the scale secured an Increase 
of $1.00 divided In two Instalments. For 
the piece workers the specific form of 
settling prices by a test, conducted under 
the watchful eye of the price committee 
on the basis of a- minimum rate, was con-
ceded.' In regard to the status of the 
union workers in the shops, we won the 
point that all who.bad Joined the union 
since the general strike of 1913 should 
become members In good standing, and the 
' principle that "all who enjoy the benefits 
of the union should share In its burdens" 
was reaffirmed. 
All the institutions introduced in 1913 
and during the life of the prevloos agree-
ment were retained, and our members 
were thereby assured that the organise-
Uon would be fully capable of protecting 
.their Interests. 
Subsequently the independent manu-
facturers renewed, their contracts. In many 
cases with substantial gains for th< 
workers. 
ENTHUSIASM IN THE BANKS 
Our members hailed ihe settlement 
• • • - . - • • ' - ' : • 
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with entbuslssm. I t was not only the 
material l a in t h a i ehMred and encour-
aged them, but also t he knowledge that 
the onion poeeeeeed the power t o avert 
aa open, stubborn straggle and yet bring 
about improvements In their conditions, 
thus calling forth the congratulations of 
many labor organisations, 
, Strikes were likewise averted In the 
Independent shops which are under the 
charge of Bros.-W. Davis and M. Syetx. 
These peaceful sett lements Impart*! 
new life and vigor to the anion. The 
s t renuous agitation then conducted 
brought many new members Into our 
ranks. Onr financial department . In the 
charge of Hiss Monro Upsht ts , got busy. 
The treasury of the union grew richer 
and a hew life dawned for the mass of 
workers In our trade. 
(To be continued.) 
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A. F- of L. Calls International Labor Congress 
In a call Issued by President Gompers 
of the American federation of Labor for 
an Intemstlonal Labor Congress to he 
held simultaneously with the Peace Con-
gress of the nations now at war the fol-
lowing paragraphs occur: 
W e a r e no t unmindful of the Issues In-
volved for which men arc shedding their 
blood and giving their lives. We, too, have 
been concerned by national problems which 
have grown out of war conditions: and 
now onr greet concern Is that the horrors 
which have engulfed Europe do not also 
engulf this country by a plunge Into war-
There are to come greater opportunities 
for freedom and protection for those who 
do the world's work, the toilers of all 
countries. 
Bverywhere the wage-earners by tests of 
fire bsve proved their loyalty, their honor, 
their patriotism, their value as men and 
women. In the past they have borne not 
only the burden of war, but have been 
weighed down by the war debts and read-
justment attending a return to peace con-
ditions. ' 
The workers can refuse to be the vic-
tims of the blunderers, the evil plans, the 
ambitions of those responsible for this war. 
In. their struggles against oppression there 
have been born yearnings for human free-
dom, for better opportunities, for justice 
In life and work. During t he centuries 
they have made progress, sometimes slow. 
It is t rue , but always progress. I t has been 
a long flght from slavery to t he present 
•t degree of freedom. 
There Is a great opportunity in the Im-
mediate future for democracy and free-
dom. A century ago the feudal system 
died in the Napoleonic war t t ha t con-
vulsed Europe, and through them was es-
tablished their right to. freedom and par-
ticipation In the affairs of government and 
society. 
Slowly but surely the workers have been 
making demands for recognition of their 
rights as human beings and air membera 
of society, and they have established many 
SHS 
Since the beginning of the war their 
economic Importance, their political and 
military power?, have been tacitly and offi-
cially recognised. Statesmen have recog-
nised tha t organisations of wage earners 
are an integral par t of organised society. 
In appreciation of their dignity and value, 
it la the duty of the wage earners t o make 
demands upon the world assembled In the 
next world congress, that nothing touch-
ing the lives of the workers shall be deter-
mined without taking counsel with them. 
Such a demand made by the personal rep-
reAentatlvee of the wage earners , assem-
bled ID the same place and at the same 
time as the world peace congress would 
have a tremendous effect upon t he spirit 
and the determination of that congress. 
Such a demand will set high standard* 
of democracy, and will give a l l 'promi-
nence to the prlnclplea of human welfare 
that could not he ignored; 
The labor movement is a g rea t human-
ising, democratising force id the affairs of 
the nations and must have a place wher-
ever the welfare of the wage earners Is 
conoemed. 
If demands are not made they can be 
Ignored with a good conscience. But when 
ideals of human welfare and right and the 
Interest of the common people are pre-
sented and urged In world t r ibunals , they 
cannot be wholly rejected. These demands 
will not be presented or considered unleas 
the wage earners send their representa-
tives. This labor congress Is an applica-
tion of our Ideals 'as well as a Rreat op-
portunity. . • -
The proposed plan for the labor con-
gress Is formulated for the purpose of se-
curing the representstlve thought that 
civilisation exists for human beings. The 
principles of human welfare have never 
been represented In these conferences. It 
Is this wider and broader concept tha t we 
wish to bring Into the nest world congress 
and humanise and elevate the thought and 
decisions. » 
The plan of the American labor move-
ment tor this labor peace congress has to 
do solely with the organisation of that 
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(yaifn 5'iM tH»*o »«»« p« ip'Jj 
pj]nv«nys t*$poonn jyannyiJ* vi 
H lPWll v»DrU»R-PHf5p 1PT pH )PU«^p 
•3VB pK T^lTHWBpy&DKO H pD |y03»l:K 
ty33w»x y5» jyaipi >nBB IPB17 dm wo 
TWO n w ,nwn» j»B'»wa »3»5b)ywry?c 
1B3W3 |p5im I'OOB wDp-yomft njn po DV: 
.5*T»« IPD29 oin -insv v$* PK BWPV} d 
jytyn BDVEP) (yayn D*ur»rBpyD)3Ko r 
•^ n o5»itf3 pn -jimo noa oiJet:. 
,yp«o» »3^5(^» M B»O iir*)1 n ipririir: 
,p»t po D»nu T'K rw> n i i« 
D3'TB3 tjn |pD DJfH IP?"tP |g»il» |»K 
"93DMmifD oy lyavn n*o J3nv KIB r-* 
Hi |ya»n n»a i»« ,D»MifD iimyy^  IW?P: 
W'3V iyi3HU : TPBTinv jn»>T B« (pajmr 
-i3*D n pD »njniMJD'n» n IV ociyj 
•n^ K PK iynDi» D*Q PM i»nn DTD^DWE 
lyaip TO tw ,"prDwn» vmMutfn* r 
pn i»5ifT »? i8 oTyaoyo runaw Bjn«tv: 
.yp*BB i n IUD D'nan 
i iya«n pnjniB'BpyDUHB n m Mt« 
B3yp»5yia* BO BMHP»5 M iP3jm nrr 
l«n in^a TPB"a-ni n -tw Ba«>a ^ ' v w 
D^aiB D33iB«i3« n ivmarm « — w 
TJD 2 D*D tinsiwi IPUtmyUf T'K v:S-" 
"M i^raw
 rv*B«Fi»i lyJimi? pn pn« IPOIU 
.ww DPT ipsyii ,m» m« PK lie 
-*njw *n w ,imn wonwyaag t»n M 
.i*ByiT»D pM P3*5D IB BfW B»31B WS* 
•0tww**n Wb n i»a«n -tfB«3iB ny"w 
pi^P «•« ^ »o," Tirty»iBBn3»K Tjn |yii lie 
•ftjn prmiw n i»» au*b'T»n p« i w 
im*! pn B3»tn«n cm nin nrj*>iny DJI? 
" * i n t»tnv« .Djn^Br M BWP OP '»w 
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Directory of Local Unions [Continued; 
LOCAI UHIOM ' •7"' OWICE ADMRSS 
I t Philadelphia, Pa.. Cloak Cutlers...,, ...62$ Mifflin Si. Philadelphia, Pa. 
M. Chicago Raincoat Makers, 1H6 Blue Island Ave., Chicago. 111. 
$ t Boston Cloakmakers . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 N. Russell St., Boston, Mass. 
M. New York Waist Buttonhole Makers*, 100 Forsyth St.. New York City 
W. Chicago Waist M a k e r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1815 W. Division St., Chicago; HI. 
M. Chicago White Goods and Kimono Workers 1451 N. Rockwell St., Chicago, I1L 
(1. Montreal. Canada, Cloak and Skirt l'rcsscr$....37 prince Arthur E., Montreal, Canada 
f t New York White Goods Workers . . . . ' . . . . .35 E. Second St., New York City 
f t Cincinnati Cloakmakers 122 W. 6th St, Cincinnati. Ohio 
f t New York Buttonhole Makers . . . .67 W. 21st St.. New York City 
f t Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 46 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, S. Y. 
f t New York Bonnaz Embroiderers, 26 3rd Ave.. New York City 
•7. Toledo Cloakmakers 61* E. Woodruff Ave.. Toledo, Ohio 
f t Philadelphia Cloak Finishers .-.-..... 39 N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa 
70. Toronto Skin and Dressmakers 423 Sackville St., Toronto, Canada 
71. Chicago Ladies' Tailors..? . . , 1146 Blue Island Ave.. Chicago, 111. 
71. Boston Amalgamated Cutters 8 Lovcriug St., Boston, Mass 
75, Worcester, Mass. Cloakmakers 16 Columbia St., Worcester, Mass. 
78. St. Louis Cloak Operators — Fraternal Bldg., llih and Franklin Aves 
80. Bridgeport Ladies' Tailors i . . . . .67 Olive St., Bridgeport, Conn 
81. Chicago Cloak and Suit Cutters. . . . . . . 1*09 N. Homan Ave., Chicago, HI. 
83, Toronto, Canada, Cutters.., . , , . ,,,101 Dundai St., Toronto, Canada 
If. Cincinnati Skinniakers.. . . . . . . 2897 W. 0th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
N. Buffalo Garment W o r k e r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 William St, Buffalo, N. Y. 
II. Toronto, Canada, Cloak Pressors..,... 71 Nassau St., Toronto, Canada 
18. Cincinnati Skirt Pressors 417 David St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
H. Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors..... 211 Amity St., Homestead, Pa. 
lOt Montreal. Canada, Raincoat Makers 30 St. Cecile St„ Montreal, Canada 
l i t St Louis Ladies' Tailors....
 vFraternal Bid*. 11th and Franklin Aves. 
IOC. Stockton. CaL, Ladies' Tailors 607 K. Miner Ave, Stockton, Cat 
ItC Ladies" Neckwear Cutters 890 Park Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
111. Cleveland Raincoat Makers 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
l i t Montreal, Canada, Ladies' Waist Makers. . . . . . . . .14 ' Colonial Ave.. Montreal. Canada 
U t Newark Waist and White Goods Workers 118 Market St.. Newark, N. J. 
l i t Raincoat Makers ot St. Louis , Fraternal Bldg., St. Louis. Mo. 
_ 
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Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
' W J J ^ - — factories 
^W DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
.. 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
AH shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any ekcuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 
JOHN F. TOBIN, rVw. 
Street, Boston, Mass. 
CHAS. L. BAINE, StSy-Tr*—. 
~ • - ' - • • • • — 
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•aga«D pn pftmp pnpan M .tow tan VIM 
WTffOll&MnilD V> * IP1PB03P1VD JUP IVD 
no P^T W pM VJ«5 panwnt n .|y;«-iD 
*oan MI uwnruo'K DTpaopo parow 
h
» w pn m a n TptaiK O*BH 
tPtfty* D ^ n ,pn»npa Dwepa 
"M0« PDfoiip K IPIMIUM D3KOP3 O'J 131B 
VMH opoanpa nmy> tnt JTPMDV *1 .PP 
tpa*n TO w ,03'tfjyi s i p iro *n t ,uw 
ihn IMM praam w i n ivJona ]»P DU 
DponrnfrMo pa»?Tp-ma n ptfa . M 5 P 
-paoniH HIM ivayn oDBtrann'B panam PM 
Dtn( tpaipivo pm .an* njn PB opiamm 
•4w PM mtfri ppjna a>*n M oapooaopii 
i n D'wir ranat* IPD*«H .POMP -at 
IK D3«o»i pmfcpi "? •an»*K pmpa a m a 
.I31M VIM PPtJDB 
HDtn iptaw jiftnwsj* pmpa IVD D?M11 
TD 1»D?*» ,D3VMJia?3 ^»»VJ« f^t pn IX 
P3H?»3 M pB -K1WW |*M t»iaW 0*3 DTK 
r n o anaapo-w ipiaw |PD5MII *»*o .PPBDB 
T3«O TJTT pa pipiwnoD N n»D ipa«n w 
-Ban* PM ipn»» va n» t'ODB o-anawpB 
OTPIWOPPDOMD p$pnmnan< pM povpa 
-5«it n o o r n m TPTJIK pc "attaapt JPTP* PM 
Vv 
«l«w -an D>Q p« BPM p w iyo"n I ' D 
n pmmaaK, ptfvn »i PDIBD K n»c DOT 
iiK . w a i s « | » yoajn pM o«.rnB 
IPipa i n \v$voP « ompa pn pUV> VD 
-pa opn TP pm ouna Tin pn V W B en 
•an v w tnpor pmo V D .pram ta:*o 
J P « D B n pnaimwtaji D*nj ,nm 
IB , I » D i n ptfpw DTjnnTDpPBUBa n 
- » t e w m r naBOPDn* DO PM i«ni* n 
-paa«M n w 311 ipapi *n .PPBDM [K pran 
Y i s n a y pbipi " t pm pnn«»-in»D tnn 
>n** M pm o«* K pn ^ifPKorm cr i m 
IP3*n f#ft* njn JIB onpaopo \m PDDBW 
PK OTP"P»5rP3 PK D3f 5PP33» B^W) IPT?1WJ 
nvopysuva n AaSa-mip M VIM w n i 
pM nam pjD'vu M awau' p n Iffaijn DTTI 
,pi*5pn j»aml»»ranT« .WMH|»nn 
«a DDPD ipnpDr *wa«o *amn IIM DTIPO 
D»D e m i n y n p^nipr »n .»*«» np"t 
vt iPDB^pa jion3B»3»K |pa«n pK T*B 
PM 'atJMn 3 TP3J» — D3PDOPD8 |M IP5l(t 
TD "I tM ,D»"VPa Dm HM^n 2 [P'VIt 
pM D3POKO DPI PD D"PDD3U> n p!D»nj 
imib'pp^simpi "W'n D»D anp i i n |PD»IJ 
tD"rUpD*5B>B3? pK 
in> !Pa»n ^ p w n i p a in* D3Pn«ia'a. 
-
JIM pT>T38.TiPD HIM D*B D5»ja>3 IPTP> |PD TIPD pH 1*3 ^MT«m JPIPh pM |P3P'1t?W 
IPIP* D3PPPJ Tpyi IPD5M« T O .UT>DPD 
w HH-a5Kfrnum .ipop^aio* mj»3iM 
.pflim n a^un 
•3W »M .ipw^upa w ton t n r in* DP 
,!P50n> t>pa 6n> v t waftva p
 w m»pa»bp5 
-TBjo,ah in> .nranif HID 5a mo DDMP 
YP in* Dxnt j'M DP ^m .op** opn IM 
n p« .u«»**nPB nr *i«i n o i i i r » > j . 
v,,-5una« ipnpa W5«tt ' ini3» DM I«N J»«TB 
-DPD jnpr3iM t»3«n I»D pm ^914 ipacro 
Dip DP jam n inpapn i« pmoMTpa crw: 
Tpa» ,onnp p»P oprmoopa o>a pp »3w 
Dm *i pra>apn i« ,oapapTpa lpa<n TO 
npn v w pu-i«rtfB PM pnpa^npD in DD».I 
]B*to#o Dip p« noDna^ M nptaw .DD3ipn 
,DnpoaM5»npB pM Tpanaw t'M #aa ipa»5 
v w in p«aan w ou nptont t»M DP IIK 
•mao poptriBrnvaiK 
' • . ' ^ : 
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IPWW31MB pi«* PM B3*nB-l?W n . » » 
pit DJMfapi\aMp pamptmD W J » M -vst 
-ami iw tni i I D M laronpra* Tiran ojm 
TP3*?TB»*-2 Tsrupow Tin »a D»*PO«TPTPD 
r V flttMft I'D .«*6>PnBVB PM iMB-ajpUMP 
o n * « ipaa»na tain bpii IMWPIUMP » I 
I»DM5 "UQM j^aarw n iwp? PM ipoapripj 
" i r t ! » pane T i t t |npanpa»M PPMD 
.ppwimaMp Tpoo 
^ 
-»D pB"5aap 'T pB npa^M ogn «»ri»K p* 
T P % lit ^IIM»3J t w ? DBmpa pnttoon 
T» ."nonte n jpaniP3 DPII aa^ny TVDKP> 
DP DMIV iJJwno rr D3*napa DO D'SIVI ovn 
•pa pmw i»M ^PDTPII D C — prvoBft Dim 
m .pfap* D'I\B tPDpMB n *i*w o r o n j 
l«» pna t » *aMMtP t'M DP pra$jm- prana'3 w 
•PUD m m-'v/o PM .n^pa ona u n i n w 
tPDt>»naTPc i»w no&nan* *nnaiM PD IPD 
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•UT?O iin* i.T»» R D«t jy^u nt 
n in .DOWUM imiya PR n irvi*uH« 
Vl |p3ljn DlJTlieWJ'DWBD "•«» 1»R. 
' « p l*/tt» *7 D W B W ' K pnur D»srya 
fx viK D»IW«R* K T>n ,*TDOro»R im pR 
IT! PR Dip 3MR .TyD»3TR 5"D K TJh* 
r'ooB i n po TITKPD WDY'K n po 5yy 
TyjrPBii wp tnm o r p ^ 
-."• 3 
*i ^rt O5RH , w i "OR n ymw i n 
-ma K 1KB osmoya oy JJU"D ya^oayw 
ivo^aTR W P W 60 pm ,5rwpB JPo 
-m i n po JBORHWOMR ijnRiwa tyBiOT 
,iyDRjy3-D3RO*5m yaya^R rw**? po ,D"i 
-ys *1 i m v c IJTPR n urn ,ne# any own 
•»^pr Tin po 5WW P5RD o/aiD 2WiJ> 
jnw IPMI IWMJD'IK ? n r "I ptfyn D*D D"DFI ivtfMit o»i> .onxn pR 'nyo 
V»11 1*0**11 OyO*3 t>1*0 TP0»I1V1 K 
ivpn 0*00**3')* om »piR iFD*n ptfyn 
OTK »|'1R pUS'llSTC'DR PK W V H PR 
D>1»»3 D» Ml iy3R*YnJRP DD"31K »?>>* 
w» \9ftQv in oyn I**JP *i ">w* ."» 
.oo*np iy*a*a im* on* ^inyo I W I 
r»o*33iR ttnw* PR "»Rr jy**.* n 
-UKo n pn ,1910 p* pie» v^ayoaiR |IR 
cartsip pwirj)»K w |jf3»n ernniPDpyD 
w a * W .oo*pya T>*D «» o*n oy *ii 
73 »i |W»? Wo«p wtvaRir t lwr ,pn 
nucw TPnt lyayaiyo'iR tmynoiy pm 
KBHllOPD »¥'1 0*11 /fi»L" IVfit?, |MpH 
8 yoty5 n pR . am* jn"3 T*D ^ysRio 
in* pD mm n lya-iRtwyas* PR imp 
DO IP»11 pk DO IMlfp -tfO^STB H .B»C 
i* *T p9yn T O ! BBP ty** p'P pn*n 
.V>*D o*m »n ivnevpn nyo»a vjn 
jroty> vM'lvsyn truniropwui© n 
Tp "t .Muy \9'BH WW e'D^n'ya nnr 
•m or> lioyiapisu pjr»* ijnrn D^D pta 
*n ovrt 3iia»»o »»5»3i«ai n Tjraif ,5*PKO 
•3iVT3»iTiite p»j !«nnvv3# iP3»*»w s'Vw" 
n» mh ptt oaws 'Tp» ,|*^» "an tpo i»3 
»n nw m -jn«n pit BTK n J3)w>»"u» 
BTBtt !TO5«n po 03W3MD*ni$ ^T |ya»n 
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D>«D)f31« D*3 103 p'p »t Dyn ^31to*T«J 
TX TinltDTB»»t pK IffB^ yn DO "t Dim pK 
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•*D jny»'T iwni* TVSrori'H o n ovrm 
D*Wfo jnjr^t pM !PJ3i5-u*n yp»»mo3»5 
,D3l>iy3 ]W> O i^p^  .pn'H . W a i H H tP3P3 
""3 Ip3i(n o*ii ,ipBip03«tf*B otfn \viVP *n 
•H»^ 3»DT3331X«DBnPD31K DTI Tt lJfjr»DP3 
W« |V3#n ,non?o i n no msrip JWI<M *1 
noanp n«o -ipo"3"w snjpn IPSKD IV nun 
•03TVD rt na ,yr^u t no» sip o« DPJIB 
IX bjitf»w "t pfaipi ,ipD»iipj nir«f t»o 
t»w m ,p3 .noBt 1(3 etiMpi£
 Djn pratw 
-onr iprpn n»o D*np3 T D rP3"» .BWM 
. OTmiCOpPDUKD H Dlfll Din 3p l^X 
,nmD TID3 one* tPi»n &Wwito inijn 
»t t« ,03'naya ww paauD pn jpo D*n 
K 1",K D l^Kpl^  K 1V3BD Yt D3|^ BP3 Ji'3^ 
pDOpnuDr n n*b I>»DB .Tjm^snx 5>»no 
rprm PK "ao"n»3 >VDPPJ*P» PE tpaaw 
•»^ 1P3*»DP35* IK o«n (vol* Tjn D»O pn 
]P3Hn .Sttortny P'l w D3«wa D'IKP 
"Pi B"1p3np 'im OO JP3"! 01(11 ,0»D*3 1 
>»»no M v w DMKPV^ w iynDrv> ^O^DT 
D5yoryaTKD ipi |yai(n "i .iyD»3T* n PB 
oini aai3»D psiJoflW n oamapaoMK * 
D'i5 j>nr UJmwmm i ^ t wayn p 
-iB*opyoi3tt> yayon^ya n JIB |yoa»MH n 
n'ffw 3>*m3-n ip* D»IHP»> K D*»n pnri 
\rtvx\ »»i .pyiix ' v t oaynya lyoya tyo 
D y^ac^ D tya»» iy Tpo^aiK lyorun ^ i r 
Tn» oaypya |yo^ii |m
 #t»no 5*o !"I»D 
fD5s n PK BKP TVW ^ !tnn*bi*3"R pn B'J PR DTI ttt ,p»53tt om -mo iwuw 
wnJp Tjn v a * .nyiyip n PK «TPD«^P» 
VII ijn pmim Dt»n a*c \vm$ lysyii 
IJpa'H OTjniBiapyBOBD.-A dpi pK Dt»?a 
;-D3'n#B <»»nin IBtlo- -pppR-JKno i¥ 
• 
-lyDRBDMK 
• • * . * . * 
•3«5p j»anRDTm y » ^ wj rwa . 
i i»
 rt^i«3 K iya"i jya H&nmm »H> 
•»DBP R w. ^t-.tVD*ru mjniropyDiaRc 
t« J "«B»UO*3*l¥y% R TO D'IRPR? p* 
-yViyo \v$w w *R OIPTRB oyaps n»"r 
n n> •« -»R .R iy»"yiR *nRt n Triya 
-me D»nya \»t -PD |yin«T
 #p«> DO S*I iRt 
,I*R D"PD»iya pDoya n PR JPRDR i n 
•"T yayoRhwa pR o^pao»R yjyDR0RD 
IjnyDR?© IROP njn JIB PIRD n Hi ^tw 
inywc* "IPD«3*HJ yjR IJ^RT pR v w iyT PR 
! DDJJPT lit wop "an 
-v
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"ait.jftiptf? nvrm njr»T pam-tnfe | » 
insm iu .lyujnymw p* pn^mvapSin 
-»n« mrtjvi i n IBC J»BTJ1 >K O*H fin 
-.iK*wi 
mr c« p0mi !#»** rumw i t o w 
-wio»P yais n wrn un , t m PK wfcn 
-3*P rownrwTW n no yj»K p't IKB* 
TR.irTjw po y»T»BB»n Tjn pit o w n m 
.flpjv *yj»»r,yjTyD 
rarum vw w n TO inn»e T*rurr 
PK B«#Tya»K pK s'OS'nBB |"1 i* |y>Bp»p 
nr BP*B> .tywjftn jnrn ho tew ijn |y*»? D*II ',TptMnBW ivoovnaip lytyn 
PK iwtfyn TIK w runyms into pn O»J 
-na V' w i iKraywap *"? iB'OlK ITT 
IJta#n ysftm ,|ymo p* mn pn iyj«D 
T£K n-ppw nroton « ^inw jrwopnooattp 
-j"T B*J nrJjm o»n u^no jw Tyjyo ; njrj 
• 
~m trmi ;w iri |to pn ,B»nwnyo 5yar 
•WIK> iu> imp i n r o w w »«B nytavny. 
yaJyn
 fiim*'3iK yovnavaiM tnyo PM 
QT I^TYMO ojn T>n IK jycKfi px pra'tia 
aawwa. y$y»TBoru»K po yyv* fl aim 
.prum eyjpwiyc 
-worn n PK inM' »nw yairyJ n pK 
H ay^iif .impiya tvonw OTIP»K px TO 
IPBipjuomn t»K cjfli ,ncnfe yatfpnp 
warp j\o nwyvwop pK oaitawi Tin T » I 
•MB no »n»n» i n -ijo* . m r o n pK 
W*SP K po tyB>*nyaa* Bipit Bponrp? 
."unatf-oanTp n PK •MBBI praya Jn*t 
owirpfefD yryn v* t» non5n -on u p 
-wnaowi pmwr 
,1916 pK>in*w TT BJMV nbnte n *v 
"IJTTB "WK* K nip jyrrmyo j»t OJIH n *x 
*i Banyfra iM«n D$*oany* n ajni ,"m 
•jm »» D»II .iBo^rrwii yonwa i»3»^«o 
imrn no w i t .Tpcyjin B>3 n ^ fy? 
B*3 v* JW* |ir*xw * t» ,PK ijrB^mjni 
,*arB.Tjrrumjw 3rBuii*ii vw mv^vn 
TU ^ a » ww«n Tjr»n nw ^ " S T K joJyii 
-TTBonaHt rm*« ir^ « Hnn»«r»* rw> v w 
.|oue tvr^Bo^tnttto K n»iK IVBOJOP P? 
5*p BBB^UPI i n oan ,ron*D i n iw 
T « PK 5w»i«o ,i»p5yo H itftw ,pn DU 
Tra wnnjyjDMH |w Bfittmn^n-yvrva^vM 
iy»«rom w v» ow ^Npirnu — .pusinnt 
Tm *n ^*« >WM»srwTyt>w ; yj»nn po 
jnjn« po *iVn ijn p« ivronj T ' B* 
7a»m M W T ' B«n »«o Tyeeny "un 
•';*K SIB DV "lyB a^tK in o>8 o^v-s--
nn |io >»B TyjyB^ TryjBnifB Tin po jyay? 
Br*t B-iwny iyo >« ^uyiura nyB"aiK 
ny »»o Tya»ny -un ,inM» iiny a«o on 
tywp DMII pr>n»Byi nyB»an« n pn opjni 
j^u>*jnya»M nyn po ,BD»J oy»*i am JID 
.B*yn *"i D i j f ' J i n B * * 3 T K TB 
•iU»H PO I^PO^ D K JVB Tin PK ^IH TW 
•B3«B yoTT'Ji*n# pH ByB^m^VD .a-r 
iyB»3"m n BiyBD"ara '»D nywny TJH 
Ta ^»^uy prtyii «t r« ,»wyoKn *un o»o 
.^ nyoK^pr y5jmBDru*K pt jjnyn B'HC 
I ^ T D P : prnyi lypJtnyj "iw yiyn D« 
Bjjyn j:i«""icya cnyB"3lK ,ai .(ycttny 
n \m .ByBviri^ Me PK B»PIO»K iw> 3< 
yOTt'iwiB jn* ijnyii Ba>>p-mnyo B»; jyp 
•yn yo'i-u n , i r t r«» »BO *T ^>3B= 
pwiteMnyo iyB"3n« i PK oyv»noo:«D 
,'KB ivBny on lyB t^nyaa* imvn o«n 
•ya iy»n jytfii jypain lyB^anK n |yato 
BOJipn ijnanrayJj nin jyam PK aoiK'no 
ipjyii "t i^ram ,i»o »n BnyB«' oy.DKii 
•"K iy»t lypnwirnyo pn iyB>«n3# to 
pyi>* iy?y»n cm ByB^ri*>ip PK B»P;*3 
•piyrny iv 
pK wpt* PK BTy^ Dya anyn J»B "an 
« .jyan^j yaiyM ?yr:yB y>« «a. KP^ TycB 
PK w .TyB«aiK H ft Biyrrya BOJIPIV n 
irvKD iy5w»*»KnyB3»K ojn «IMK ,1889 
OynMKP IWfBB»3«»31> T'TB pK JWBp'9 
;'K , n » PK inyiip; |VB>Knyiav >*K car 
D>K impw BB*Brya *w> lyBmy i n 
V* »«n yjn'K n .a» ov w a i * \* 
I 
• 
•- - - • 4 ^ - ••.* 
, ._^_ 
*> 
fioc"3j?a tyojtf* tspri mtoprnto ytoi3 TJMW 
TD m o a*BMtniwer p* n»otf pmpiyj 
i'K i«'ai> n .lyo^'panyiiP |wt ycaoyp v> 
jnrtaut IID >n»v yoMV M ~«D imjiiya 
•fyn w ,ir»«>>oo3»K y i w u N oiyseye 
jyap »*T - IPW V3 D'3 VI |P*WW "I T » 
|'« VW PJH3KI ,*U»W 1 P* 0*31030 
-4i pK ip ja?« iut o«np«np J1D D'Mt 
K svpawnv w a i n n y » w jw»r jyo, 
pflm iyoi«tn y p n |jm . o a w r * 100 
.jypjyitiip i n . *vc liny" osmsyaiKC 
sra iarvDD"Jva i « noio PUMP "I utfyn 
-&iv* "3 v w "»> lyonayin ti «3 -wa 
.vennoyo 1W3W 
Mpl 1V3IPD WD3M1 n PM ,DPJlfi iyiyn 
n r » n ^nt " i iyrMW ,iyoun*e lyovn 
M*>P I'M DWonan o'aio a a i s n w m pe 
n jmto typyii ,n<* w p» T*TO DID JIK 
:sv, yooa'osui n lie ya"H IBD ittvaynaifp 
-*6 D<J VO** .jyiKliys ptfvnpa |W1 PK 
Vt ifttD oaMMtUPwai* ojn «pm t« jyoya 
- I 1*0 .:J«D;W IK D3B0W. DMP VO |y3 
*• D^Mimif iMMJi po O*MI raw w )« 
CfW3 | W I DKH -wo"3ltf "U»fMO 250 
wai* po I»>»'D yaynymye n P* oa^o 
intio oyv. weayiUKP *1 im .nooruM* 
'Co H |jn*Dipon pK natnB H lyonyaoMK 
-arc w DIM jyonpaa* i n n iyo DKU jy? 
•DMK pit y*»M«* JJ'BX-K "warn typmor 
.lyoiy y»a pK oi>c3"K iy?3iK IPD»H3 
•»;K-- 0*3 tami |MvaymifP yol3 n 
•JJitoKnyo yjpotyft K po TOapmw o n 
TII .W3WTiM>, D i n iy*yu BKII ivsinc *T 
•woyo I V » I J P B ' O jyayivpniy* 
'3VD | . y»y n M I n » a « j j - j r i 
"w» po »no p»i e m i»B»a.jniaifp H .J » r 
r* |PSm n»D«3p5ri n .rn'r^k »^avr 
'mc Tno »^a Dawao'^ D jyavas* v r ]yi\o 
n
 W nnajm >y*D nnyr v 1 ^i"1 w -IM 
n 'x ,l»wjn«ip rjnj»n t»3 ^lai^iaumyo 
svpvipi oayoiw DH*T»? pyajj'swaTjma'M 
yrw ,mvn IVP^KBP PK IVOPBII *KT 
DJH 3JP?« PK J*m K T38.T flD 1^31^ 
•tnyi^  w Bn»p«B« nnjiBpa iy 
. 
Avunt n tv ,iyo"ii onysoyo jnyiaiK 
""c o n ;-K Danyoiyi psifn -.•= y?^yn 
»^T npft D»H ivrayiiaifp 'lyonna njn lit 
•np»'5» pn *ap iyD6 o n awaaifD jyayw 
•ayiiaifp *i .irc>m$'ftVtt¥n DinyD"? 
jyoy^v ir* iyD3ua.>n #>JM> pit cyn ivc 
.ynyoo^ays 
lyoanyv vi'"w i»na v i iyan»oTjn v » 
|ini(ivya |yo?«nya3i( PK CBII NPgrittgg 
BK.-I ;«';*.• -V(I;IK .1910 pM I«DD»3 pK 
^nyaya M ma o*navaix owjmys'D |Bi y%: 
nyB""ia |w '•waona'n pi»^p nyn pw p»*TOP 
DiyoD"ayi oyn |grayiiai(p «i pn ,pn*' va 
nmiimninv o^ysoyo ^ i I-,K yoowys «1 
nn»n ]wa""i3 p« nto»R) oyay* p« v* H* 
jyiiya i n jya"» im jm »3"TM(?3 K HT 
-ysam ;K oyos ^n«v pM iyay?p ?yc ,^y* 
aJi;yin»3 iyB'*3i» *«n pc J"B ynayo'n 
•mr ^ o'o lynya I>K o n .upmra* p» 
nyenyDaiK in»3nynai»oi K n«o can .-. 
iyo«a o n pa- D3«oya prapi ^i«» OWN n 
pya^ryanpoa^M lyiaitt po c rown* pw 
MD'3 i»n oy ?nau? iwaw |'iy3>K wav 
•a'* Tyi"?p imrua i n pe nyoayv p** 
-I»D Bswya o»a iy3«n v o jyspyn .noon 
iyD*'3i« n no^yii on* .opaw-^yo'D M 
PK T I nnu'3Kn» ,iy3"?pon« v» (yayp 
pit .iya*^na»p B"ST« n y " t inyoysTyo 
tya«r on»To in* inyoayn ya^Dsni 5ni$* n 
-ini(iy»a BTn*e»a3*»n lyaatnyeMTPB »D»TO 
oayoDaoyii BV^K PK IK^KP;K;I« lyow 
•yn pc o«x i n put MI n » o r MIK P«O 6 
-IWBDK3 |'K JKPayMJKP 
"TK PK yeow>3 nytaw PD |yoT»»n 1 
yeaoyp yoMia H tyayii m ^ i cnyr^asx 
•yon n payii pK ipauniva iy3«n I'D, DKH 
DTTPoyaa"* jysan v o DKII |yaKMi»iaKP n 
B O nynne ;y3»n v o »3*»n « tfvno |*« 
nyiaw iw lyDiKan n .|yoip»t Baypya 
DVDSTUr* \92*n VB IK |y3*MT D*KP*5 
-3M< PI«5P i n PK JP3** TW3W i n i n n 








pB B,<IVIVB I'M ;y:"ij-,;-i ospppi c>: c?n 
jf'*BB»3« p»Tec 
, t p u w u V IPS"* I J f l ' W S W * W S 
^BPB* . IB ' 3 1 ' tnppi'DOpn px BDmi *n BBH 
^ r i p n w n l'R W 3 1 B pN» iptnpiDniB ,26 
. i gna j t IPBO Bpi 1P«P3 i*R °Bn .P*HBO 
"SB ""' \Wn "VB'^ aiB ispt'ia 35 D3pB03<3pii 
,1B'31« TJTI p l i 33npiR*B'1R Ipl 1'IR U'Eny; 
-pn onyp"i»o'»n »l p i tagp "ipcmni. ip tS ' i 
.n"P0ffIp^JR»<1R IpUlR BTp*IB*?3 B"» ?3;gfi R 
»*i IIR 3pe 30 mp ]* m r n i m EBB P " 1 B © i j n 
1911 R i p j i n v 49 ipsiRiip; 1?2*n I P B " 3 I B 
IPB«3TB p w v » D j m " n pnpspn ,B»*3TB 
, V « ] R ) « » T W » 3 H JIR -iye«aie TBII IIR 
460 B<D csars ' i ig c i"cyj =»n t fOn *1 -
-yj;>»-m van |ta DTpTinappBiJBn BflTUpipWR 
P3*B3»n y t p n .oipaogo p**3 >;?i'-.= 12 ijroi: 
B»O wnfiipa B W B j a n n t*R B » 3 I B *ppi&i> 
; m : > ' j ; : ipp BBII B^pepioT^ r " Biipainpt 
r n *p3«*wpr»pB3iR i p i I « o*«pf^ j n r u » 
.B"3TB ip3****1?1* V * 
|M 4 9 *P«* /WSBODBTI I IR s o i m H 
• t» Birtapa |fa*^j WP 1»l JWPt ,t«BC«a 
B«n w o T p » » n r * OD»O .p»*>co *BTp3pB>n 
IS BIB tVBOtta I'M 1PBB3BO P>>3"R BSrvnpi 
.T»VT»O wpB0»»o ,^7B»ri0 »i lyri'^fi-iB 
o n .r»BffVij» n y i m Bp'»p«* I ' D im»n ir* 
.Jtwri R vyfyry 4 9 ^»p«^ BBn IRTOJPB tpalO 
p»*1BO I f ! I*R B»»» IpORU 2 l'R | » ,P»TM 
V W I » » " R ' D « D B iyn o«o tyniiva B*pBpep3 
1W»? tyi*Bt> *T .iMR imijrt jrwarwiBi* R 
"3MI »i itM uni R GO «in* \fv$\w o v i r g n 
Ptp"T .-VOU t«R 49 tlR 1PBB3BD IpB 
-BO H JIR nmviW sipspnpj tjn«T opwrnni 
i»apn =,1)11 ojn tpspapKBS iragn oimiwopwu 
i s p m a R W » R BBn 49 S»PB* ."vuw l» '3 i ' 
t«R in*** njntRnsop oyi T'R p'*toB i jn 
* o « P tyr 11R ipsttit 6 V V M I J U BRH PiR' " 3 
ipaRn DjrDva »n .ipBijro»npB R nnipi t-K 
*"i waypijUR oSnwa B O IR 33RB3« t » t«*3 
" I IPSffl »•*» 1P3B11 4 1R3 BB-W TW ,1»«31* 
••«« r » P » » » ' o IpnyesRp u Bj»?i)iya>iiR 
^B3 p3»3»R 1»3'M ]p»3TiyB3Rp H .IffBjnB 
>V3tt*qAir B3jn*ir» iy3B . imtfiw IP^»T=?J2R 
VI'VWJ i«a f'Anyj tya nnyi B 3 " i r » ' n R BRA 
n j t i * p"iBo Tyi t»R newsy* UTB15 Djrr 
f% T»» 3pn R B<0 tjnRMy* L'JVL|1^3 pTf» 
irtf B"Epr» W31R1V3 ipaBn f&m ,%yB»3nR 
p»noD •*?* B^jn »n«i»Ti»»» | ' R .tpaJiiriRe 
•B3? I IR eey* limyw ipB»*3-Bi n n « ;R TRS 
tV3iB3VO-20 R BJjrtraM-Bj «T3«n i«o .tpof>r 
(TBW R r:r= 10) t jne jo TTly* ^ ' « ojjecjrcR 
T^J rc:C- VVam - = :R- I ; - ; :MP I31R BBR DRIl 
»3m»»flnyt H t « r»«^n n p " " " n IPPjn « 
.Dpiinco 
• n t BTirB»m\ i m Bom* 4& 'mtf 
.nptJW S3WBTJB H lVt 1P0-M3TR H 11t']lfn«r, 
TJOitfl IT 113 BJB'lin'^JO 11B BC"3 If! 
I«R Tp5ROplR>p H 1*1R B33^p3 E«n MjTpi«B 
HttlpyriRB »'T "3 T1R T»R CP J1R H ' ^ r V ' t 
,ipBp» jnpi*t p^t ^JtTjnsy p3'Ti»iipi;o • 
» '» n W i i R pspTP'BnjB ap>Vnr ip>»i p*-n 
-sVrpa* ospBJpV V» tJ»V» ,Bi»n»31« l?u;; 
l'R »B ,tPi»*. IPP 1JO 11R .t«'3V ijn 19 | « 
BJfBS ]1R 1p-ROpHJ^p n |*/3»l ^ ' B ^ ^ . j 
.CT t «^ci(t B3lT»t*)li 100 R ~V:HO B0»11 H 
1»R ^*o pi«3iiR B»rtn«>'B e n i p a =e" V* 
n7B*'31R n 1PB7RITPJ PR p«*TBD 0*31B ^M^TJt 
•TtetfB B"ll Ml 
•I'DOjm lpTrtifB H 1P3"? p1B» 1'3 l'R 
1PB31 BJ/! P'*180 I»R CMTR ,B01R11p ' " ,C J^7 
ipBVBnp33B nyn»T» ip3»i op .1916
 f i iwr 
cnpni»BFPBi38D ipn B ' O ipaapnptiRp tp^v.jj 
i n ip3« i?3«n ei.r»»epjrBiSRO «i .I'BBI 
.IPiSllpUB 0npB»3,»I H 1P2P3SR3 B^BllJi Z". 
-»IT« e«n BV'j ips^pt njn I*R inprpjsiir 
B»D lP>3pTpl3«p IptrtRnpi3R ip33'lpV» S^! 
D*ip*iiFBp?fli3R6) iipTRTiDS »T 111 ipajrieiyi 
ip«pipfjvp n , » f i ' i m i»a |iR P"*1 t u i» 
T ^ J1R ,B2B*13PJ B«3 UBRB^llpl 1"P « IP^n 
- n i t ^I»TBO V w n m R sinp^pnp c | n 6 ^ 
lie DnpnprraBp «i .iRinapi
 l 3 S 4 Dpi a t 
3RS3RS p»1O0 t '« D'llH |p3'»t * n « i m l'J 
1JB»31R nppTR* 1»3 n .IRliapfl lpB7 Bpl 
ftv$3 IT iv ,tpinj»atf B U I H » T T lpain 
IpBB-lp Opi -l»V3 B^JB»p33B IpTRliP^ l'R Vna 
.plllBD (IB J?K 
.Pr .IITB"!^ *j!Rfl'P im •vtiTt n Tin 
J i n n I»R o ' i i« i r e ipsVpr opr |pj»i ,41 
npu? P R i»*a inpi ipiipi IIJI TIR Dp .p"i=s 
-p3B»iR vVnprt ipagn ipB^anR n tiR ,T*W 
11R IpBttfl »1 11B p'»TB0 *\yi .V»BP ° y 1I«» 
B,nR imi(llp3 B p^BpOp3 I'M Tp8»3njj B3R07 
piB3p v * lPASiM^ipa pi3pVpo»3pTpnfli» w 
npaiR IIB iB'ii* K BtiR i?:»yn « t ]1R ,lv:pi' 2 
.2,500 
3P*T .R IP Dpi'-WD pip'1 Jp33"T3 W »13 
P»3?n |pT3pBD BllDpa ^P3B »^T31PB3»R " BRH 
OpTt lpTfti»B l'R p»tDO I p l .lVp3 IPOIB 
inpr ipHpa HR iiir ip3«ii 5 n p » n p a °Bn w* 
•JTJOtW Ipjin BBPPH 'T .RJOVp •»TipB>3 R 
]?TB«p3 BtiBBjnv IP3»t 11H niTB *P'» 1PSR=» 
B»3 ipa«n DBiiBp n js»»pai3iiVp y ip ' "»Bt 
•BO i m cnpp»*«o n t ' c n iaom i"p B3" I?J 
T^P3 PTPIW B3P^ P3|11*1B, tPSfn IPEBnK'J 
*/DOB DiprirBppBi3Bt3 n I I R i»ViJy M"** 
-"R T»> .IpUlAJnpa R.MR W33BJP33»R B ^ 
B3"0p3 B3pOi*U« IK fiR tP/VTpUfP 3pB P3<3 
T 1 ^ ^ 1H t»3»n TPB'13T« *i IIR irMPW 
E«n 60 ^ j p p .BI-3-W nyi i t BTnpppiDiR 
Iptsn t<o pR 3600 pc Binpsopo R BI<K 
Bpil |1R TppTBBT r*» 1 W I BP11 ^BpB^ W "» 




Ipyra »"3*>B-H P& ODBC njn 
.nonto Tin i«a t>fcm n 
?yjB*r,y3"iyD3»B ijn3iB pc &wv$ n 
;ut '»rc lyeiny oyn tmy"B "mip*»n iyti-3 
j"P« irtB ,IB"IBB OPT IB Jpl lyo^r^B 
-iiiya D*W ByvtBiacoBom n p* jyonyj 
•v ftyjv^wrvD^M iywK -.poWTW msn 
jyayu w n . K iwunw D3yt«y* D*n IB'3 
lP3*i^ a Tin n* oyonjn^BD n W$*W P* 
K o5mw?w IMB>T- ^Bt-iyo^anB i n PM 
Diyaosa jnjnjiB 0*11 o w n .V*B^ »D»ni 
-vn lyji'oya^B *yn IB D W ^ W * VI l*5W 
nyi p» ivemu ?"nD3B n* aiumwa " w a 
03TOBT31D DJH |W«7 "I |JT5jm ,iy"D 'BO 
l'K twyn pit nwwwa w n j ^ w i r TBC 
.DEWY i n 
•tin Tin iBno cyi jyno »»l p* tfXptW 
T»i mBDyo *i — BTBJMB) ysroD»>Bn 
Tjnya'DTOB^BDpy j««» jyoBta *i TMSJTO 
W»PB | » 'njwnao'w. IB D3'*C ~ pr> 
V$BJNB*XKI n pc PB tyocyiP yj*DD"3 JIB 
-nww&BO y^BaB^BJiyoJ'B n 7»*n pB 
n pB §B>P iPpnBor B lyeipya own oyo 
TB ,WDa»vi 1B3 PB *WBWI ,nyi3y* yttf B 
•B'W IF^T ,BPnysB v n B njn pit ,BT T B 
jtfBS*'* BmttM'B PB DD"3 Djn pPfttf) 
.oopvm 33i3yiiya w a i B n .wan»T&*o 
jys^ Btfa cyn TBTD .DB-unnyD onw pB 
oy PB ,o' o"i "UhmjB "«n PI*W «.BOBP 
r» ort oy TB ,33tt**mya'B H 1*w DDPBH 
u 
T T O TTDipytpy a r rowi p aro^ D un . 
ycmyi ipony:i*e«iR .B'tfyiB*'1 pB TIBB: 
lft nie CBI: jsujniya "ijn -tsp= pB yjy*tn*t 
.•rt'ots p * sic*p^»D
 t M " n H "3 jyoipyjnBt 
•72 »rt t»n D7 .B'B^TB^'B p « nyp»«oojm 
p* ptilDD N j p n r t p y w trupiya ipotf?* 
.iBiiB' iJ»13 oyi T ' l e 
nyHKspyiiBSS' ijn D'O iy«?^yKtjp rJ»a»»n 
1 P B in*tiy; s^mycy: P"ieP i jn PB l'cr* 
.ivuuanys myoya iy»B»yi) iy=«n iyn»*i« 
r
:'* vtvj-.wt PK 15 '-&-<!- «njfstr«:><n 
•j'Va'B "BJHM© 4 e«n p» oMrtsr"i» jyooyt M 
Tn *vt* BijnBxujo iy3»t ijm»3'V »T .IJT> 
••H iyo3>«»3 y n y t t« .iyjspnyJB " t .TB»»' 
p« B»yiB njn iirBBeAityn Sjn D3JBO<>B \yi 
•:m n a»i%» r^ iyra t ' in ,*p3*-i*ynpB»*B "en 
• J ' I J W wjn»tjn» vir tyaiatnwai* yr'Vtioip 
-B '^B P B ay=Bii 4 BSB-iryi c«n tyr^yn ,173 
PR j U I B Bjn TBI IW &»TEB o n TBB «t«^ri 
VBI pifecvp i p »B n»o p 'p DiBwryi e»3 BB" 
Ji*nt IB t"» 
rvmn \\t tVDBO n »• ,1?-"" B O^B 
P* tyap^yJB B'riyrBV'B P B tyB"3-i» i y n » 
ajn ipjsuy^r Biyi»iy» OBII B»3^B •»*> jy»y» 
"•joma B lyrjuyA'wB »i jyaBn * y c e " ^ 
a n nyBByms D'-.=O » B I « p« ysn»»MB 7 » B 
B BMBViri BfliB lysB" PB ivitaeB iya27 
."•Bp wiHj^. ys^ya^'t .yaw B — BJ^T 
IB jm 6<>n y*y3"B IB BS<B BBR 15 ^BPB^ 
OMH p « .ByBBBVpAOMB \"t 1*B =(*" B^BQ 
>"rt»» .DpBjn. — BTBt v 1 W W " y=^yn iy=Bi 
*W BT0CJ»m§ |*2Mft — IffBBB> .TJT '^S^WBn 
1« «»B'0 •>jr='Vwyi^yBi?'B ^yBy:?'! iyn 
•-y3 jBB^Bnyaj I'B-TBOp iTBippip? ^ p ^ m 
PB ,r*nB ,-WBSit^ p ,^ yB«n ^B"W3?B P B Qfyfa 
;ye30 Bjn zxsnrsfi i»; ip»27 e n JWUBC 
.1916 BWBO 
-yt»*o'»n pB w * p iTcriprc ; •Kyir.«« 
,piy»V8n ,r»3» ,«MiBpin #oip'i ipBjjn'i 
IITDB jnytccKp ,1:8^11? ,reBP ,'pmun^itp 
B*3 BBH pB'W'U BJ7T»?r«rB"W .IFTBP V* 
-y«a ijn ayiSn pT«» i»J l y i ^ y r E ^ J I I 
.i"TB "•*"" l'B jraB^ iyo;j,'TBr 
,BIJJ«E Bsjrtujrwotni lyBanjt .nirrsin'TiBB 
-gjtyiWB n IB tavyipv ^?i»3 irsynpyc 
i^)»^y ijn »2 iya'ip4» B^*m;m ps a»'n 
8B"n Tjn P B tjKuimijr »- rcno t'B 33I*-T 
177 pB HP*'1 "Vi iy»'n» 'Tsonj'B cyr> pB 
'vnnjuiiB n ay>^» jnw!'»iB»yaB ua*tt I'COB 
B«m '^pa I B » ip»yT P B cjwnjtBeo j ^ y i 
-VO tiB .ffnn^reo j" .« n IITBTCB B»: j p ' n 
-lyea'B nyi pp t o y v i r * ^ * Tya,»JrtB» *>r» 
n |y;"V»tm - K w e t T r y j t'B ^JB 'BTS 
iy*yaw«B pit D 'TU r r"3 I/B-MW ots io» 
f 1 0 -rytsjnppo -jytm pe on 
pB jyoipyi ty>m i t c »n oyi TB> i»<fa 
,0'B1$ B3JB pB 33'B'C 17=»JT> Bjn TB3 ^1** 1»3 
PB iI'B»0 B JpBTnpfi "»J«3»Tlrt» OS/PiyTB =*" 








1>B 1>3 'o'Urt B3pO ! * * M»D'D iptJllI T*3 
-*TB|*'B -w TSTWOB « i n P W BJBTOBMBP: 
Ipi'CUp D*:rt oi'iiK i n i** iprtpn Ti« » ' • 
BIBI 3*n V* .P^TBO Dippnoopm pB OO«MI 
*BW 1»* 3»n PB 3JB 10 TJT» Upl " 0=«T31pB 
-BO ,W»i"irnj pB BTBBBTP13 TBJ VWpjM 
"»ep IIB ip^Bptf pipuw 'wfo" w ,0^'BPPS 
1»HI 1PP T * P* ,BTJW W>1 t*«t TjttKO BEO 
•jy3"»rionii w P B ip3»i »i w ,p»t P*"»B 
.imumt xWtw* iw IPVMP tpo 
-pa T o -quiit?** BJjnnjni o«n -amawa 
p«iso o n P» 50 **P«* Iprtyn w taBTOBMB 
cairn aon v * .Bipp'»oorn ijrra»r» n p i 
• p » son im .lpisitoenpB np"» BVOPTBJ iw 
-BJB*P»'TSD -,?"i p i tPM'om '7 tanBiyuna 
-ycO'C H IPB"31BIIO*IB B»l»p3 3BH r« po*D 
ipsa . p » w o n I T W B •» pTBopo y»'o»o 
-ppB ipaiBii yn P* tor" Ipo'iip* K 3p»M* 
1PVM/B3B otiopj ?PB aon m t i m t i a P« 'tBe 
•ti i»a im ani j j o 3 v » B m m n : TBS 
•pa T O Tpjj'in* Bflrptjf* con tpoippap'i 
' ^ its P"TBS o n v ' K IPCBBI»B«IB r-p~=t"K 
1»w ! » ' W i i m u p« TPB»3TB »tpr«*Qop 
piB» 10 p » ipo"3iB 'Vt»B*oos >t \7tbyn 
piBBff T B pa IB m lie !IB ,V*>VO B»MI tii 
<o»yy» Tpij'i o»o IPBUTPB 
•tviort 10 ii« i;-s"x-i8 i w n w *1 
,T«U PB8 I'T 1'w ^»'>^o i»« n * •»* tp3»i 
Op .»"V30B pBiJpJ 400 TP3*B I'M *TI*» Tp'U 
BIB JJI IPTBWIB i jn v w ipBiiyaa* f i tn*n 
-3pe ,IP*MW .CTjrrotfii fCrgnrmeo,, n pn^jo 
opoa n * ptttao Dpi TBB ."BinM»'i ;;K mjn 
ipBiiaig TO N IIM IpiW O'J IB»»«tt^rm v»p 
opoa .i»»n« -vt i« tvo«Srp»« t « !P3*n 
1»« |lK <tBBllJ<H Ipl \'» *qWB'IBO "ipiP* 
•pa 40 n i « opj'm i«n B»an ipiB ^" loo 
."WPW ]»»«' PB^ PBPO 
1BU1V I '* 1PB"3T« pa^pi) 17Di»aiB P^B 
oprri»n pnpiu yt BJpw-B 20 ]p^n*» np>pr 
\tmu Bto op j j r W »i iw crupp*nao 0 MB 
.TP '^U 
-Mipicw iB ipBtta'jtf »T i n n m wnpn op 
-_»i ipjpo *"0 IIB »'»pa'anBi« BOIM ipttfpa 
TBI 27*1 IPJ'TJPBB^B* B IpBTBmP P^O 
.V?lB<B>pripW!B IBt 
a»n O»»IB jB»n us a r u m ojn «IMB 
-t«y»| «3BD»p tIB l7 P»pi »1 lPC^BflpJI r w V « 
^» i IiB . ^ n i u ,i0'pa i«r 41 *tWP> »ipt 
1»3 1« BpilBDH Op PB &m\i P " 118 
«>*3W V» t1* «£'n W6IPT3 1»B a«n ' t r i m 
•*w.u>n|nin B«n iprtpii ,oaa»3pwn ,13 i n 
j n ntaMDiBAp "vi iw. e t a * opi 
, 'nnm 
IPSBn 1IO DBll ,J»BOpp 'T Til 8»» i n p* 
,ipeflp m r « « jw- P"*** »« P * OBnpa oipnr 
pii t w i n n a p ^ *» m'Bfp»pa T O tp^.-
1»1B RBBjniUI pB lPTI'3»riB p | B"3NI l^ 
:op'*ioc IT 
.pMSBT^a . »
 #fBP0 .0 — 41 'tlgpifi "UJt 
.IBo:»^p J\ ,WP5Br- .1 
,lBOJ»Vp .n ,3ipai*i3 .n — 50 *Bptf i»e 
.•DCB-U nayn .woMMfper? .: 
fiXVffm . , , » " — 5 *PB* IBB 
.0 ,HJ0"»n»» w o — 49 S J P ^ •*» 
-tB03Bp,,e'n -D ,-IJBVIIP ,a ,piCT 
.P'ojrVipi ^ — 43 ^BPr 
•BIIB'V oo»o ,pm<m . O B » — 15 fypvi 
.•pojMTBp js rfOJBJPB .BTI <,NB»ity .n ,»»p 
.np'B .B .BTT , H w « ^ o J 
lpapapyin'B I'D W5fH DlV»T3 ip»K S»rt 
cnpaopo jrtg pa wioiBBTaB onapTpn?"* B 11 
P'l ^Bt IBBSpllJBp jrSOOpj IT 1* ,?»•!« »T 
CBH pnrn <i t « j 'rtjnB^ ,» TpTB B W !•• 
1JI31B .TTO>t»^  BpB'TB'BO jrC'l"U B IPOlpp 
1TO» TpB^ enpaoB B'^J epit iB»3pii3Bp PCB:-: 
napow i> p w ipa""« T'o .Kiriprn'B pn 
PB IPBBJU'jp'l pB tpU)SM f\ IBB m 'CVl" 
-3«> 'BRS;.f»T« Ofl IPP'BOMTB 3«M |p5p« 
.1«B3;« 
~)F« P " to .^"HBU'O r|i« S n 0»V» Olt 
n eon tpoBJBQ pjiioniBB' po tn »i P» V " 
•JQ ,TUHp.V)B3Bvn ! « pe>t>Bp WMP I ' ' 
^np'» i » r»po ,vBiiBptn ^n' ta »T oina» 
*»3-i« i n I1* IPrt»npj *••• "1* 
,oru nniia B'o 
.TpiiT.nB-.ippo .jprrt ,tyrm -SK 
• « Bftpn BiBtn i n 
• p m n MJ BiiT.-jrofprt wvn iprnppc 
1P11W3 "IPB'MI T ? *»tYiB|3 nmippipp 5npj 
pB "W'B. Z*i IBVlB'BOSBp '1 OB11 B2p1 On ='0 
-0?0 »T BW E3P0 30 PB CppC B |pJ"*Btn* 
epMioo ^npiptm »i IB ,io e ipn ip .ci?: 
-p'aopB. n pn ipiBHpj rstnpi \ji!»t prtpn 
-Tpa'» ipi « esrojp cm* ipaBn «»••» p.rr 
'3PH!B ^'11 teiH'BPJiPW'B »T apB, (ff 33U"X 
1P110 J P ' t OpapDB^BB B BUS B'-aiB VPB 1»»'T 
.IPO^tB 1HpO 1P3BI1 TO 
p*» ipaipH pB ,iB»Dipo»r nyufp * T»: 
n B«n js3»^"nBn i'* IPSBR ipo3n ,iP1*-D"n 
p». B3pi»pc« IB ipanwiiB IPOB>»P3 nwp 
-JSIJBU'B i n TIC OIPSOPO p^ B 4.MB B3pc 30 
F«o:»3 n pn- inyn «*nB*n ^«i pa^pii >JB-r-
.tp=ri " - IT 
flMMkHniBBfl 
• ." 
"ippvim wyonw VH**> TJTT • 
fpa art Dto ,oSp#* 2 W i PR v» i n 
. - • • - : : • : 
> i i 
Dime ptpn PR ipa'inmB 
.aBewoBD ipD'iia H 
10.p* 20 *»•> ,TW» Biwj'jn ' i p i 
KTCITVP* ,MW*fa PR 7 *WI0 p * p r r 
ijj'aeyn * O'tttj N n w m pH ipoippaaB 
•*n* ttne ijtfjtfi "I I7*«i T O T» ;U»V"17B 
^apl jrtyil ,CpS«3 ^Hf» R .B»3TB D3B«*flt>3 
7J ]]f3#n ,1p01t IpB»p> DWSO'-Ug BJ"DJJ3 
-a? pa im -tfrnyzv pa»*p p« •>?•?» B37tp 
IT" H»' NnoJfp n uri"suroiiK OIR $/fi 
:;rr""' * U»iajwa« " ' * c«n D«n l l ' l l ' 
1J3p3*ttHIP3*jn pOVPSBaiB H 11R /ipBORIBJ 
"I ,1jrJ*B"TJT3 W $p3'R OJTI '11 lP^E'D »J»J», 
- i;t PR T'TB pit PptDRp 17B'»T3 R IpPPaB*! 
>>MD *npap»n p t . t f m ipaatf 
ma B»mi WKPtr •1 E*n o»»» i n T»n 
»»OBP R rvwyaa* 60 ^JPR* i r a p DIPPTRH 
•P i n "*B 3«BW'3 i rnr tpww i n e*n own 
W BBB» Ojn PH tJVDBJBj EBH *W«p ip i .1*0 
-731701*. tjmy* ipa*n ya^pii ,aij*3a'*»» pR pp 
17=* ERtl pOVB H .1R'31» l y i B*D B^ ?BJfD 
tpwiRiwpa c o i n PR TBO3B o n ipo^npa o«a 
TO .I5B3RP 07"* R IffOnjSIMMR JROU H 
.P"ieo nun i*r i i r t n 200 ]7atr*?a"3 ]?3Bn 
iw apn jfe* o'O r^*e» BI*R »>R ^BPR> ip i 
a»'n* catrtRnaRriB. B»D iJtpaiaoi; t / ' iya rm 
P* ir»W IJM'P 0 ? .aBBB-ECRD JBO'lia K BUR 
113 t,pB"2TB DR11 1JPVW IJTUPlD R3Bp'» 
"* VRt ISO tjni 11R 0 1 U B»mt PR JPBC'MI 
"i ipo rt|ri'.;«?' i r r ' t t* aaiayim R wn*» 
IBOnp IR tjnBlWa -;:*:;•;;« DSjtajrt ttR 
ipaaopiRV ysionin *T i^PBuxpjnuf aavayupa 
lit JB'OBP R .m«R irBCjW U HMM tR'Jl' 
IBS !paipJ3 p'11* BM» R BID OR 4 ^R?^ 
•*yn if in* 171 ^»i iro cJUjyitfB PR PIB« WI 
*vu<t)Av'B9jrpurw .B*ms tm noni BID IPB 
1jr3fn T D pR .tito'e^r: 62117= orFSTfi BR« 
jiiRitn caf « » j p a w "vie •wVn 100 u^Mijn 
"B«R TD IJCRtt ,I?8|IJRD » t ! J O ^ H ;IR 
'1 iw J T W I TW D'tpjiayna Tffism anisw 
a n a ' n j t pn B^jojra 1?3»n i '» c»ii mirtm 
PR DD'm n tyn,».'3(J3,M» « , p y W p o n B»O 
•yama P R , n v w > pa pn v'*w rn ro ' i n i i 
*1W V« RS^ll ^'3PP CD'O fin .ED'tOlR i?i: 
,1916 fBlKD D"> 10pP«3BJH» SB^nRtpa TJ!T 
PR CB pR' /R»^W .13 1MR Bljn TO IJTSRn 
cipaw W ? : » R unntatrut 1* \3uti71 on»R 
93>^Bjr.pYii p» »ww irs*n T O .IBB"3'«» 
IR t u s w a ,»a«n pR op*iis»a y s n ^ ^ r v 
i j n m 1* aupa P™wriw T«R BR« ({R'lRi'aRaTv 
PR BOfiii pR.csmp n tie w e R trvsr 
~S2 R 1W pT(»l3 IjaRO )V ,T»"V3 D1U 8»lm 
1J1 ] » BMail a ljnPC» « OIR BTf 1PDP11 
•a« Baycnrt s«n , JC#D ,-ipeoiRii I » i?»ti3 
"ip i» DiR pjaoRp oJB'jRt'jBriB IR l7i:Rt?a ' 
Bipapn p * Draaiaj'Tya wiyg r>yofz IPttopp-
•pa BjTHft'wpa t'« p*rarVvB ."U .DP»?Tni 
-»'1R pM.tpBOIRn PR IPiriR* IX Vl'TB Iplfll 
»BTRD ipoio nri -aau7»p3 tjn ^'W WOW 
j'R ip^i^pj Bip^pip njspB' Vnfi R ipa»»» 
-poya pi'iBD npn ?*R aa 'co ojn i«a) .p"ic& 
.(ipB"?,U» *i i«* apM R B'O IpRiyw B^pt 
VI pie i7i»a«aTB ipuiR ,njr^a»§ .-a 
sa:>o »* t '3 DIR'.^ cape pn ipupa I»R ,Bcjni 
Ipaa"i3ix3»iB ipaai^pa ori'H PH op .pniy 
,'Bp3'D3'e PR iR'ap ijn " t a^Vip» ojn %»» 
:;•-(*-'.-,;*r IS v.r.--* r?••?•;; an** v o tP3«n 
-capii»-u »i PR ipoiapa «^<Ea« 3«a T« 
,lR»ai« oniaTE'*mi ,62 lr*p& p i 033*0*0 TIRR-
p« pyiw ir* .1'OOR aapo-VBripCEfp ipn B>O 
- s i n ^pt»o R ipa'rpa i» pjnpi P R C33ic<o »T 
•a« •>»••» p i Beau SpirapiptpTi cjn tpvi'iiT 
t an »»ic cm PR ,IPBP» l'coH n P R capo'% 
Ipoiapa VD3B v w =•" T« -lyasi^ra v w 
'T lis aa'B'D nwR3"oap»t-u ipemp opi p * 
op ^ 0 'ttptfi iB*3i» uuipiiuw'fl ivrviWa 
.—lpVia«Bp3 1* tp3**p p^npimpB ipiipa ipa»? 
* ipapa eva*D*ipp*i )P3«n oifa ^73 psato 
-a"TB pmat " i 0*9193. o»a pH piyP*'TW ^nrr 
pap*rp*nsf a'tajDpaaf ,a»r»B -en i t iponpa 
p i C33«co n - ; - - ' • - ; - : .-.).,- -*'H .o ' in*n 
'BrW»BJjB*Ml npl p t DIRBpjn'T 11« "11RR3 1JT« 
"!»»» P I VlVlll PR PR ,25 ^»P(^ ,)B.3i» 
-a»a i"o E3#inpt ii temraia VR =«n P»TBO 
*"l CD IT^ BPO pfe B»3"iJ Tpn ijMR B"» pT 
•3P1PKBP '1 B3nB11p3»3 T1R 3<R1 T " -0pD«3 
1PBP7BRTI 01P11BBPFI13RO pIBV IpT B»D \yj 
"MR ,IR»»R^*D3Rp PB VOJwp 011 Tgl t'cOR 
-!in««pa ]p:^napa2B T«R Bapoinx i n ir« 
trvnapa « IT»W opii ipaanp^r w r P W 
PUP i«j I»R T » I » pitfp ejn ipapii ----.--
-«n 2 ps*n ' i P» IpaaivDBt O ipayii P R 
P K Dtp aai^otjnit M mtnyrnj i»n v* 
co"ii ip ' iVaj^ ' t ' t »3 pn»iipa ipE^jnpasR 
pR ,m5"^ tD lpE4 OPI ,1B'3P CIPpMODni P * 
J7«l BJrt in5"B !l» .TgBBpm: B'lEO tVw 
n p i jpC'Tia p t ^»jp R I'D TRB ]p»ipa I-R 07 
o n in>p P» lapTpiMR ffiRi P'» W l»a*apa 
npapo »n "3 Btnyn CBP BTB'TiBap p t eo»'3 
.T«ic ipevpaBaiR-i'a sjnp'i p t ip'vu P R 
p i oaa»B'p n »a naytyiuR ipupa pa *pR 
lpaaR^^st prfpu .OIPDBBP ipiippa ,108 *RPt> 
p * , t " s paav^ R :-.? -i-i••;*;-» IR IJIR p t 
i«"*«a ••» ^ 8 «^PR^ p t caai»iD n »»a i»w 
TR .W'yUJ IMRO'Bpt p t 1R'31» fOTPaB: 




 : * « 
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1 9 1 6 /WO 
r,> ',,-
- j f 
cTprrp33* 11* B"ai« ' i i n ti* ,pnpi3* P* 
|p33lVp3 v : PK ^ D P3'3»R "pIR ipi#lip3 
osntpj tprain * BIO ipi«n ipkapDisnp3i* 
P* caniju-iiTBtuiuni ipi .VB"31*, n ipc 
**n nj?iy» pjuai 11 lie ip8»ai* n i* ,ipnp3 
tin'iBJ-ns oi*ai*. ipi IS Einpppjoi* i<i ipa 
i n B*n si'-i'K n .ipapr i*»3P vu 'n~r rt* 
1'* 11* ipo."3i* pipi3* ipimi* B » W | « tysv 
Bpoa i n ;j87i;-t * lpoipp3 PR JPB ; ' ;r:;: ii 
jj'B'o BCV * ipampa 7*t ipo i* ,!*» ipnp> 
ljre*» JUIJM* it* . lppni utospDisurat* DIM 
-am ipnpi ip**BBisa* Ip33i7pj T;I* PR B » * 
1PP118 IJ^ajB 11 V3'* /V»lB p* l*V Ipj'B 
1**311 pat-upBv^e I*B IPB»31* *n ipsvo p * 
ipoo'B ipa*»? paVpii ,BIPBB*P ii i7»a* .B»7 
f 9 V f l P p is Bspojrtp npsoipiiw ipn ipnp3 
.B3p**i* 100 * BIIP3*JHI w * 1PJ"T 
p * ijn*iipj Bnpapnp3 p * "rtp* a"ir3"K >n 
10 .oipopi* HH "urtrt 16 l*a 07999* pipiai* 
m S n 6 i w tnp*9p p * 01901119** i*a IRSH 
.oip»i3n i*a 
-»* ipi"i* n ipjm .npapa* peoinpe n p * 
-pa W « i 31* *»o 4"8 ljn*iip3 B*pBpep3ipa 
-pi ip i ,BJPS*T* 60 1*3 50 lp«»»a oipapn 
9*1179° jrpTwar * ipsan v o i* ,n* BBBSII 
njn* l w ,W'3T« * w opea .19*991*393*19 
.-ipsopo l y n j i n j i w u * | i* ,11m 
-1st w i#n IVWD ipe23 DPI 3KBnp3«i 
-19a ti* B'lVisvB-MHr jrtw lis aj'B»o * tpen 
•nts 19*91 enpaojo pipuiR 1* ,19*9 * o a r w 
a*** »«« ,011*19* 01 n 17©*; (jo 3 199 ijrt 
V* ip")9*i*aiii9 B»3 ina ,1* 0*911 19110 ipn m 
a'0'B»3»»* T '* i«*a ipi .BIIIT>P*O p * ijrsViv 
lp3*n oipaiopo TO * p * 19191193 ipoi3p339 
J O T ipaap* o«im*» Bin tp*n9* 17339*9339 
•*i»* Tjrwr»P ijn lnisa i '« Sjp*V iptai* 
TPIiwitiB p * ispsrv i n ojn«»o * iinn»ftis 
B**l 131* 'ta p l f BltBO'tp* OSBO'O 0*1 Jb'tji 
s*iti3i* Hnyi-wis B^yer p * in** 7 rasp* 't. 
.oipsoso 
T I * irmiBiw.i* mtijrB * - : p - ; a*n it* 
-*»OB» Tjmnp piO .B'B»3If3 B"3T*iyOM* ]M 
oisoejn* n »a ^»i»*n Tpipn p * «ea)nn 
W W Til n * ^'Vfwpus b'tai* ,»B3]n3 
-i»a, om is-3S*B2*3 tJrtyiT omrwpTa jnjn** 
pT*B» P * 1*1«1 tflitn ;-K JR3n*33tt* »1 
nanp imsii i*w UBSS^ »T p*
 tipai*»ji3 
iirtin lajrnn 2 na vqnnn 18 P» i»n» T D 
. 1 * " * 
n'O B*njj3 ips*n ito o*n KSOI-U* ^ri 
TJTT TKl * m l»* 03*00* OVIIWPJtlSBO *T 
•ipsa ospBSjrt 'api i»* Tjn* js"n3pa3*3-ips 
-*!„ 1»»«3 TBI31* ,I*D>MI .tO pc >Df>na * 1JO 
•*p * e»o i*c*m ,"*B*"D pita** 11* i«Bpin 
t'OOt DVH»Bp7B«W *1 B)(H *J«T3 M pc ?>i 
|jB3*»Ta »l ISrtftl p * ,1S3B«1*73 DR'R'193*11 
-OSO Jrt* p* 1?B'D(|p p'-VBO ipn ]pp3*1;; «).» 
^ 8 **Wrt p* 50 *JPtf ,10 «^P*3 i« w^ 
.P»noo Bsi ips'lipj iprt*np3 ISIR ip3*n JH^H 
1P131* I* fUnS'lTSS B'O 1*0191 !»* 
10 **Ptf n» BnjRMp op*o -ijnna ipateps 
« H « T « .^io*P Ipo'o PR I93n*e*7i vr 
|M| O'D H'SlTBlpV'BRWID It l« .BTIJpO^pjT 
PR irwii B3B3"n»i l>8i jri3"n* p* p'?ia«( 
.1933iVii*rnp» mi"3i* n* B3»i9s o ;^ 
,D1T3 191113 B'O 
T?a * B'o ipc / i s ; BU'BIBII BI«*PI ipi 
T»»1R ,V13 19p»*C'lR ^*i -nmii n I* .Cl^ r 
P^Bll jrt« IS 33139p193* p * pj*1 R i i i j ^ i t 
i"i p* p"iao ojn i p w * Uf*7vnV3 ty:ipi 
,3911 01s Dipp«oopn ip-n^iw 
-ipmstr ti*l pipi»:*3t* pa ©njapi 171 
»*n"* anpi) I»BC»3 p * B»»ai* m'R ipjsn \<ec 
31933pl*1 .3* 1pl»3t31* pa 81**p1 ipi p * (13 
•on P* ipip^»3i*a ipipii irm» 2 pasjrt ' i ^t 
tp3»>np Bpn oi**pi o'aipaspiBi .13) .BIICI? 
.(ipou IPBD3P3 p* 
—Ipo3pl*ip*»ro>iii »1 1* Jp0*>*p3 Blpll cp 
p « 1VB0V3 1P311P3 19^ *1 pipBDBtl PR fC?C 
• p t n p t »1 pa IpBpTDlR* »1 B'O IPTIpt.-f? 
TT3 plpOSpnpS 1pVpW1S3"R 01R 0^p«7 ?.*r 
OTpp»o pi*^p.p* ebmi H ip»>iis ipi3in>r 
•:* I»T B«n cp 1911 ,mi3«' c*3«o ojn P * 
'1 1»3»»i
 (i9HD 33>iao i'i*a B"3i* ipa'injr: jpiipi v i l e p * ipB»3i* »n pa i9fc03p''n-t 
ipnna B p^apDps &*n ipo oan .pan^p mpi 
P * BpOS ^"BO op»3 pa coipouM pV* y\* 
m * ipivpi ufiui* t i ips* ip3Mi fcs=- ipiy 
•OM* T73p03i* ip«p3 P R op i« ^spmpaa*n< 
ipi* 15 .OpfflTMl 1*11 P31B3I1 * 1PB1131*!* 
PO10 pBMpn H Iplipj | i * 1*11 R 1B7R1 18 
1f11 pVltR pa IpJpnilpB B3ppp3 EU.I ISO C*« 
.0"D1p1lK BIO B»31» 
1'DD* ipi i*a w*» n D3*i3pai*?a 3*n i<* 
ipi p * (BTID opap ip^yt !»» <t* ,&33* i^p* :•* 
11 .B011O1* )P11P3 PR .I'D. piO ip3)f ,W 
p l » 1P3"I IPl'ilB 1* ,B'n39B'p3 BRH 1'0BS 
HM ipVpn " i p * lpi«i)p3 o^pEpop3 ^ROi"* 
i n ipa*n ipD»3i* n jpii i^ia* ,i*no e'J 
cpr. DSIfViiRlDBD* H11S *1 pB p3HR ,=-«:;': 
••3 | i* ippiia ipSapo 0*1 I* ,Binp^ip 1*3?' 
»? 11* Tpiaa* Difli * iia 33iVi3*nipi) OBapep: " 
. W i l l * »n ,iB0f3 Tpiaa- OBI ipfipowipa 0*11 
naja DUV * ipenps is Ba*i3p3 i io B*n c*i 
.IPIIiTB 1p7BpVlp2'l' 
ipap*' in I*B ipoispa i n i i * a*n twipi* 
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*ij>pr*r>i wpirup cn-r^ yjn v J it • & 
j i n s o p i o » i i p i pn pR p'»wo Dpi 1 * i 
E"? :>^;JO n 1737:73 ism BRA jrrwr y p i „ 
i ;7*cyipi P R u n N w i s t p pipcys l p a n w « 
«JI:W ISP'TIBMM T W I P * " T O .^iptf op-r 
nqnr T O .erB'iiBpBpV .13 i* PJBI ipatfcnpn 
*P** *w tfnaya o«n ip DRH fi''3ia pou »i 
.-po'OBp P » I B O ip i pe t *c ipw &* 60 
-»3«3iB p i M p m i p i lytyVyam cipii op 
17p'» is- igDOTgys o ipn ey |M ip^pj'B ipt 
, 'cyj 'cj 'C i '» iT^ps'B 17111; u pc«*U7^yo R 
ipstyu " i jj'O'D-CDflO M IPTS-IIR-IR, *B* i? 
|*M 'uytpns* eyn 'PCURI^RB Djp*ytyw-c»r 
1PB:MSR » I 0173070 n nr 173721x173^ DIR 
.-.IR*3 *fUW*n 171 PI 
ipj»i IP=¥" 5 PB nioep ipipn* B 1*3 
jm 0370*7070 * ^ ' I R ip33B3p3J»R T^HP T O 
T» ojm . T T W i jn B'O eapo'iatf 1« B3"Dp; 
,1910 Wm lpe4 071 ,1'oe* BMniwpyiw 
tt-anjg i y i .58 PM 60 ,10 l£«Hr* '1 I*B 
.IpeysBo 9 B'O WB' 2 V •« PR 
::;3»i 070*119 opi p» lyopsii o»'in «i 
•cyo ,tao"n OBI ,"BBW Hpait ^r»3pijBjn»w B 
ryjc lyanipanji 171711 !» '3i ' V P» oip3 
ojn IBS ,»"3TB. 171 "a ,iys»3i« Ip^povJB 
cy ipo»3i« yrtyii T » rtjnJW ay 1?"
 r W ' o 
urti'iwix i p i " 3 P B ipo»3it( iP3*»to ipVat 
IB" * 4 9 W'»? Jyl«B» H ;B''3*m Ipi pB 
; o*'oiyw« i* i rtn*xpj tAynp OP," 07 pn 
*^ (*B iM iBii B mrttn 22 P B piHins 'HO * 
2 P B ui iyasn pJ'iVgs n .oipseBP pj'iJpcir 
•yii WV °9" eipBBBp ybi$ I B I l» i i n -wtorr 
«iiyapn pe"i i* 11 P B V"po tfipn p r 173*3 
; 1M.7 "HpSB' ipomp oyi W i « "»rt<" " P B 
Dfl ,FHHi"',PM H IfB 1 l*r i 3 ttt 1311737" H 
ipenp ojrt urtiii » , 1 ^ 3 mrtm H .BO^H 
Hji3g« iTorn? oyn inSn * p * 1917 HP3«« 
fas vs* vbin 6 P * |»rt o io 'xo 11 ; 1918 
BI'TBOUpi 17*¥* OHJBp»1B3(Jp »*l ; Olpn?^ 
i p t l»» I P V 0ijr»»tp7»i3(jo n p * ijnjni 
iwp» n i»» tinvwisvp n I^B T^BIBUBHJ 
^ft 17»»»31« P'P jDIBOprBW PIP"? PB 
apMl tfitsiot-ipBii ipig op«»yjp7«« lyipii 
aionprt-'neaH ptspjnnj)ii 17^11 jmppiii p n 
*nj* »i pn ,i*'3r» i jn P B oupaiBpno 171 P B 
"^Pit T7JJU ^pipii o»«rpJ 3'ipnpi Jp^it I F B » 3 
pw *»t op- jasiVtiBnps p e a p ^ I»B op pa 
1'B B»3^B PB B»«31B i p l PB £l9"D1l ?3'^3 
B p u ^i t Dp ; lpnpn o e ^ r p a i hw o»m 171 
-iplSIB IB ,"lBWp7 D"BH»D'B 11B pB'OBp. 
•»10'31fl « « TWB3 B PB JBOIpffB 17»'B»»B 
173BT1 OlpTBTlppBllBO Bp137Br0tB ' 1 ,(»» 
."B(f» lfl31' IHI^* , » HfB B3»'D7J 
'* tPV31B^73 PB BBBnpJ piBB* 3(ffl TB 
"'BB 3»BC30 ipipii rtptpopj ^|T P»1BO Ipl 
5»1W"¥B ^ " F l 1 " WJfl Op Stm ,17B"2H» ' 1 
JpiBVipB ijnxpi »*B P » I B O i p i i« ^ipior K 
OP pB ,^»1B3«p n 1TD13P«?3'B 3B« 1W |jm 
Ipsmiipj P B p»'ieo npi is ?H»# T O anpit 
.1P1B11PJ 
l* pJBI 17003'1'B p'O U(piTIOim')*n T B 
o»imo i y # lytiiB p* "VM»n*r Barnqn 
=3«=V=7D ip i UlpUll 03pOpll 3pl^lt ,o*iip^in 
Til 1W ,1'OOB Ipl OiO Ipl^lipJ B3BOp3 l»K 
171 pB 33'C'O B " 3 .HP137B 17=3 071 
-p-li BBn ,T1B«3 .3p»r1 PB pO'OB? 1ppH(> V3 
ipOWIMM* BA7B»733|| TO <VU*QAV 0371"! 
lPTrtlBTS PB DpO'D '"I PB p"1CO Dpi H'lB 
I P B op , P B ,50 *fftf ,!»»»« oipp ' tsojm 
<1<)B (paa iu tp i 17117* l»a TB I* , T ' BnyBw 
sUBarn ipi JIB "'tti* oyi ipiB^iyB W B » » B 
,TV«ja 
071 IP1B11P3 IpBlipaOMHJ PB p'«-KC ip i 
1P1 171173 P 3 TB pB ,1916 /IBlStP 17=31 
«1 .PO'DBP pi'lBO 1P1 pB |BOip»0 ITCH 
"'Ml B1 IPIpll BipO T^OPD D'SIB iys"rAp»3»»B 
.13 pB BIBiyi ipj l lp B t'B EB .BJBOIpl 1?D 
pB pinVp- V » B \\n 17*117370 ip i piTU'-u 
•nyaana .n lie omjein 
"73 ly t i iy iot i i* TIR p»»iBO 171 i p r ' B , , 
Bipiain 13 t '3 12 111 tanya n o iy=Bn IPIBII 
n t | ipapr yei«*'3t3*!B 7co»o H .6173073 
' P ' P 1P3BH I'D pB VMUB13 P« 1P«73 Ip3 
1'3 PB 1»1» Dpi 1p3'B BB«7J B'3 ^BIBJfp BIB* 
TT IP3BH 1PB"31B ISpMlB 5 TlP JB .P1B' 
. 3 p m DIP 3311p1BBB'lB ipi »'1B ]7Blip;3« 
4>'nDO 
Tiitjwia P B i p t p r 34 i r w ips^t Dp„ 
"73 ITtJW 7*P'1 -PN? " ' IPT^BIBJBp TO pB 
1ptt"31# 1200 ^'3 1000 PB Bflp* 173'=IPB-
,HP31« 171 pB D175070 T^ B 1P3«* »T PB 
lP1'I»3«rif IS Ip33lVp3 131B PB pVplTl 1'B 
011B Btp« lp3»OB7f73 P=^7H ,17«7» 10 TV IB 
O17307O ip3"t m pB 400 PB 1PB"31B 500 
3H3P3p3p1 B'3 ,p1B' 1*1 I'B ,1B'31' 17I31B 1*B 
-3pBpi3'B 53 TO 1P3B" ,Bp'1BDH 0?V»Bn Dpi 
*1 tlB 20 .IPBTS" 1'OOB 3 9 11B I ? ! ? * BJ71 
7 » P'P'I .BTPaVHf 3'1^B»*Bt 173"? pWT^ 
PB 1pB"31|J 2 ^ 0 0 TV IB 173'BB7»?3 Ipi 
,]B»:!t lyn ;-* BiysOTO IP3"t » | JIB 2 ^ 0 0 
:T^073 ,ipB7»* 128 I 'D ipi '^noasp Van TO 
P*lf» 1'3 P B ,16 p * p " 3 P B ^ 4 fHffJfb 1'B 
liB i p i p r B3piapipi3'B 53 . o c n o«i ,73 
|P3»I IplpT I'CCB p33BO .1P1P» t'DOB 2 0 
1W p"1BO O'3'B 1PH»1173 !P3*1»P33"1$ BU 
PB1'I'3B3H»31B tfni lp1»P3B31B 1* IpBB/I I'D 
I X 1pB37n|»3 171 \*H 'IBOl-M'B 171 PB TJWpV 
.BBJlp 
-60 .P& PB HBB3 &B IPI VtB !PO«3 P R , 
-11 V w p a i p w ' B u n iPPWJips m T R %»n 
y**vT p V ' ^ ' t 11* y H i f 0 v t ' x i«* 1?'3 
u • 
• » 8*3 OTR'.ra PR BP 3»1R pR TOTBO ""3"»8 *1 OR* DO'DP3P3 H »P3Ptl DTpi?; 
TV BtprroppeuBO ^ ivu«tw w lP>jtf a»»>w B I J W fci |*w IPBRSPS iPsRn!^ 
TH *unn BP BPW — w w n IP3PP"IPJB W W R Wi3j£n»9p n tPfcpt -irav > 
$P3«>t»pripB3»R *i .new"* *un PR |P33** .Sjnpf"* T V I |»#g 
p* tPcwnv 3<o ofinpv H p* OPP TW? i n nm» m napftffr Bjp-vjjnt 
am pK BWTKirwaw R W pn* pmpt? -3«t ,irtn«$p K pa BRO pit iprtm in 
.TPO»31B H |pr«i» sonpto'lR IR iwfcc iprwijMM'K ' i IB .Bs^yTOR mm TO 
"»rif " V O T U I *t v* iptra 5>»min I P S R pie itrnpa t«R DRII pfnojo BP5B BRA ^ 
.3*8 BP3p* TKD B ^ T P J I * p*t w DIM |jn*pi f H0P I T H ^ K ^ P *T ipp*pn i* ,na %* 
Bf ; 
m : _ _ IKDDK3 . W |K W"JI *J 
.jjururnya DB«2TK nyojD |jatt*W pn BTP:WPHJ TM jyajjn «i *v, 
rtpwp3i* tiR'fi«ii /rag) wmpptpp tyrwwtn «jjn n ot#m oyr n» HTSI.-K; 
• I t t t rnvvw t u n W W * PB -
pit -vivr P5vr«ji»*iipw n pw jpampj 
p * . i r w : w i * po PPTR n B»T»*nPD 
nv& T O pra*n PPBOPP iptJtM I*.D u t t uv 
-IB PBJP3*>PB3'R n p» w r o w w R |pen 
ift w»wa gnvi1>»3 IW»I pafcm /iw>»a 
]\B .|Pn»*1 POTP3B31* n IB lyop^ClVJB 
.12 r*i>3 IPBU>P3 |P3"t 26 P3PTB$PJ3»*K H 
M B*» r3PD R m o imwain T I iP3»n T O 
IIP I1! |M*n »T I» MU»«H 1)3 1»3W ,WPD 
o»n Mtfoenpo PJ"*P n nan ,\m&wwt 
.TPOPBT iPORtrtitpn oamaw 
. ie ipvntfJriB IBDUP3 V»SJ |M«n I«D 
I»IO W»n 5»T3po pie 33»trorDKo |jr«pr» 
J3n0ur3 PK -ursoywn PK i«n ipow* i m 
p * OSmnjTUI (^3»W3TJf03'K 1W3W tit 
n pn i?5*t imiCTmpnjfompre .wrrn 
tan w w w no»n T O .ij»3Tjn t»»ui 
tysifn n^o >*^ ,iioowin n:v TBD 33m»o 
trwoja « pn pn omi T*ID n w ,DD*W3 
TO t^ K npi »3jf * m ,Tp« tw ,n3»Denx 
Ti*t"o n TOT i#v»pim PB w t n pm 
. ivcsip p«) .>ipDn»ie3 pie jnw prno DV» 
Tin fjniTB |i»e "»»«"> "< .wtw K nmto P « 
i»33«3jf3 ou j»3"t »3*jm >^5»t imc 31 *WD 
"D3W3 PR |W3 pmo ,13Jf3P i m pK 5lpD pK 
- -W t»3Wi T O , .(Wv t»« D3»3 Tjrn: ir5ir 
0""i3 |M« o«» MW 3ro»o Djn.opnsiim 
W^»n «e 0B*«n T»3«n *fo . ^ 3 » MI 
Q'iHj wwoMie WtiKBttt' K pie » n « » 
•& 
pie itfDoifa pn ipoiptfuw p3 Tie !PV, 
8 ovM^KMip 49 5«PW? own ,TV:DVV# 
.126 pD I'Bntoctm K ovmrs pit -;,--•; 
TMft3 >n*V V1JJH t'K nPOPlB' ptttfll " n 
»3"ie D»» ttf&Dn ,TP3»5P im»»v; DT?: 
DI«DB» pD oDiawD'ne Wpi nyBVc n ri 
p« i w y i B p;33R3B3 |»3*n v ^ " » ^ P» 
op . o r n o inyi3B PR ipipv P3my,Bnrc 
t'R op PR n«"io PR pp5o pnipi im m 
"»5p»53 *VT pD n^ P3 3*3P« JPOIPI!))"^  
T33R DBHP3 $RP«? TP1 D»n PPMnT 
•O'R IPnP3 «!** PR PR TR&RT 300 DISK 
DP3P3 R PR O'fiDR IK iPOfcnWJtt tlBC! 
.OJPPIT'II | 
-a* 03PPP3 oyn , in I B P PR IR ^ » T 
njpsRn om yw iP3» .noto om twurr 
PD DB»1B3P Tt OftltBpJ f^ R ^R3 TPO"r* 
»i»iR;Opippj jp3«n pR 19J8 pR P^noo cr 
"0n> on: ^P3IP?P3TPOJ»R npn pit tB-Jl' IP 
tPmmpTp 5P»D Bcmnpj o»n IPD .\rro 
|jnpB»>nYBnR BIR |PB3pounR ;t-=v;:.-> r« 
.TPB*»3"WI PB«"1B3P W pD mn« 
IPiiP3 iP3>n ipsopvm pie O33»B*O n 
PR PP>D Tjn 3JP&1Y ^331tP3 ^BIV TWl 
•»^3R3n« IR 81TT3n:P3 tWB" TO .T^ j 
•*o iRr nmn tpuvGp33V M< PB'CKP i«f j 
JP1W3 B»3 )P3»»t 033*0*0 *t C3n .0«'0 i 
,tPWimW3 IP3RH TO 'P T*"W?Wlp *M 
'3"1R t»P3P*B*3 TO IP3Bn.tP3Pl«3CyT^ 
- : • • • : • 
._ 
; . ' i , . ' 
mm&r • • i 
i 
u 
-«..I MV »»a * • irnw i'« IP***" » 
.lpnpwr 
• ,40 *W8* , t < W tic -wvoco'm n m 
roito |P»30 on IJMK SMBenpsin 
*WB,PP31P03,K 1P1 P& |P03nMP"»_D"11 
.Dntnw tpupa tPJ«r 
B*n 'i n« DPWPS. nmw pn >vr\ n 
maps T» !P3*n wojrwnpo T» tpa*n 
.p*itp inmrpDm 
an »> pwwnw Wfrfl «»"* TPJPO*VI K 
X W31I! mJpMl^P '1 tyWVW DP !* 
-jporow xnimr n r ips ,on3ipi* W'frwn 
.T»m TP»I' .pit tnt* ipmpn np o*u in 
•pj PW np35pn ,|pmfP osvranrtrm 
n-m ,onrtp9inp »#n ,t*Dipet3 i n urn 
c$ii ( W J I I n IB*D a»»n K 'H PK i r ^ ' 
•pn in»Pfcp jiK O5PP po i w w a »t IPP 
D'3 1PD"21* jmvV39XV$ '1 !#»* .IPO 
,IPD'vn pn o5pp IPI PK \vw\n$2w\v 
DTP30PO D*8 |»»]1' i n PK IPWM'IB W 
D'D iPDnu^vin "i !*ov n DPII t*n p* 
.•ttttiH* IP1! IHoMPWUpEBJl PD1J 
•pn omp* o*n cnP'B o w i n r c m 
TP ip .(i3n>*n3tf) "DPinnPB^TB" i»3 
j w t n t BI*D Tptsopa i n »» ,DTM£P 
»"an« p3n3PDP3K !PB"iJiv P* BWDB-PS 
iPD'jpa w r o tan IPI»5 p* ipuianpa 
•pp w a n * n .o"3i« pn po asnD H 
ipri*npu 3*»3*i Tt P* IPtrnaw w \vi 
PPIWar * pK DTPJWHf f"t ' T»"» "iu 
•w opn tnn^nrw win t*e»tf KO . I> 
K JPO 7 0"31B IPO .1PBPT n pK T3»W? 
DI«D Dap'Tipc ipo pK mnromv I^ x 1*w 
.iKrt » nn5n ieri5 *tt mpo o»j 
•ttwrw >T pnun W D »n :eanMP 
"1PD tPr™* Utftf «l »« .1PP311P3 p*t 
t iriWPJWiij tie »»P*fujmo^ n inpor 
^tVwS^o no ^"w* D3jnnn»-o»nt. 
iP3«n pmf» vi n» fopo D3nnr»-D"n mi 
ijn «pi v " » l"» I'M ' .!«" 1P;P- U«*7P 
:»n BqbpM|p »• u i;n*7P«"* TO i«oRn»-» 
•l |pa»iMM3i» njn*" lP»^pn « i7«^rya*mc 
-pM»m T « c«n IJI .ifr"K»o«of i « ivmt 
H H'l* )nji3"M t»3 jyjyp T O I« ,lp«pi MH 
IP j^m tnniveppeiave n IPT»O ,1MKUJ oj'»s 
iwoflf'i J » » if»3i» iic i » « m oyi jy^p^jw 
it wnyj njn'n T O ijr:^ re^jo iye2l art 
p * ijr«''p^» wfi*qm UpMi "3 .rapiywfF 
-ps o>3 T;T ip3«n v o npsij, DpIJRlM ipiij» 
ijn r-» D^yaspo p?« l » ipe«rj p» ,TW»3 
D»II -nfftTjn ,»*rjrH0,s « • tjUVIWlPiitai 
.lewjjniW n7B02?3 ^J^ T«» tnjm* n 
.nTTOK -D 
.I?oi37i:)j cipi) s-»^»r» -tri 
os i« .ii »»"« v ip^pii i*»« rw»p =i7v?n» 
TO if! np33»ty^» DJTIMJJ"* i« Anapmni v « 
H u*n w ao'^jn Ttmp ' i .«s*p»» tpm 
.*0|$1l»9l> I ' " TJfwix DTT tTp^ff Jin B:»»Tjr 
• : H ? 2 j r t r^» ijrejiit B*'3TW3 ci<r» VVV ey 
or- V>* a'etp* 173"! ijm'*2"nj n jm ipasu 
> p « inp» is c*n* ^jfflTfJTpcj'ii iy t ii»«in 
iyr B»O T m fB jr'Ofp *T .P'«IBO ^pjaTrn 
T«e i i 1733-m n 3pii uns* 1"P »» » a w * 
¥» ' ; !»«• l**::* n ly^jpips* **JMpli»«flpWS 
" i i7-J3B^pt on*l *«>*iec K Tin IK »» 
inyj i» -TWf> n'Bippip? ^p?37*n ijn i n 
-IpS'H E«n T3K^«»ip til (KOHStO 17«t^itU 
17ip» 9&* '•* p« — B-m«sn t»u ipsTspj 
, i np»7 i BTStpC'T »HJB l>« TM^lt^p 
n 173711 p * m w-1* ipoij^P- 0*1711 c? 
"p» tpoiap»Mii VMI -ipsBopn^p IT'I:B^II»^P 
.E»iU73y^73 lyi'ECi'; ITWTI? ">n "3 IT"" 
•Mr* $ u t 'n j7«ixt» "iw 7o»r> H " 3 
.TJI71U* iP"P3 173!»T7^» E3jn 
33»B«D OMJD M iTe^Bmn* igc^gyi »Tpn c j 
- r r ' c R pit .?-'"(<= i '» oiTptiepiKV n i*e 
i jyt" •»»"'« 1W tpifiip- BTWMTW »•*•» 
T«P rejo MjBUjnB'MUl .FBIKO ITBSI Ofi 
orr tts.iJTiTiuf i"? u l int"?* osriBiniirs 
• in«B»o 
Hi I I M I ' W U I7M"7J IP'P^P-i«B 1P3'" oy 
.ITW^BTS 5 8 l « 30 ,60 4 1 -10 =*=«* H 










1* WWRTW !K ,p*DB^ TPB /13 [PDIPPJJR 
MR pnw*TW ,-Q .^KtwurDaw i n 
P"*IDO ojn pn£yn iv OPDOP3 p«t wnoya 
.Unnwwin vntfymy PR iPO'npaiRD 
,"wnapB !»ol4 OVT ,nno 3R03KO iw 
i n "a pnw mm pw "Wiur 18 IM«I 
•JW12 .03P»n3B op»w Dprwtww o^a^R 
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]\K iP3'my « ,iyc8»? ix .IBHD IX .TOID DPT 
DP'^ a DD"3 TP"3 Tin .jyOKDMlPT |P33"T3 
-D'»n3y3383TyE -yT ix D*3 PK DD3imx Tin ix 
jye^yo jya^pn TPDSIK DD"J TPT PM DBT 
"B3P I»K Dl^81T»,T3'K Djn (p3»13TjTD jy^yil 
V'D K iy3»*r " t IB |PpVnp3 ijtfpn pK DI*K 
-IB'XB3 Tin PD ,P^BB PE 
-yn iyp3BTya orirr "iix IKTBE [P3'>T DP 
TyapDJB^^a TPIP'T D:BI .IP3y^ oyr ;ya 
1'^ B T« iy3ini PK P3BTy3 p^ K .TP3"TC 
5»HD K D*B 1«l iP3Pll T'K TPD»11X TPT pK 
T'K Tp IB ,DP3'H E»3PD p'K Jfa DJT1 pD 
B5jm PX3B3 n IB ,oJim TPT pc Tpajyx Ty-
-ya DTPK TBB PM pK DH*K C1T8 T.M DnyTI 
DB'>P crnifpn *n ,TPTB ,:PTB"»J !Pc«r 
TPT„ :DVinyDPBTB3 THPEif^ lK DP D«n 
n*TE TyT PK VM enp3 pt n IB DP3*n jnB-T 
."jynjnp pn «i«w B"BT3 gweWk ix DIK 
5P»X iP3Mn K Tt D P^DP C?3P!5 TPD»11V TPT 
•DMK oy»y ~ ipaBi y^y3B3 ix 03yTD» pK 
yopmryosiK pK mrM *i TBB JB-TDIX 
j"K .VK »T W TPDP3 D>P11 n IP3BO plK 
TBD Tysyn yanj w « o^por iyrapo mfu 
TD'K BJt»t DB1T |PB»3PQ JP3"I DBT .»3 DPT 
H .!PaP3 IX D'3TB3 TP3B \VO?Vi IX TPO 
D**aTB PK 99a \*txm v* aww«"f» p»"«x 
4 ,na» D3y$y>B TBB 
lBoDPT33»p K bpw Dpnocrfmrn p*n 
D'3^B naio Tp- TBB i»i5a ivowritn I*K 
K IBTBD I*K DTBT pK BT TP3* .ttpnOD'T 
TPBPTDTPI1 K DP^B* Dtttt DPHtSb»T^W1 
TPT TBB |)70"3TB ty TP 'T3 DPT13BP PK 
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o n iPTpmyn is — TP-ITD pB wmmvmit 
TB> BBU "urw*P yaai* p* o w pc "lyt:** 
.BUP pM T«nw D'-oitfDn TJIOJIH ^» |ynyo 
H .pfno B* I ^13 njnrutiip, lpipn BPU 
-*» in* ,ivop8.D w J i y v w TOB yaypna 
* B iw«i B* I I ,IW:IYID»2 inn |w OTWI 
• pmvwuj lytic ,ni3 pc IPQ^I y>8 n-»iK 
TU .ran TP I * rsyv lys^ Bayoans IK D'J 
pK opjm oifii DDvomfi i»:,TDiniut? K 
.jyottno » can 
no o»m« y a w * j*3 n PK D8i DIJ 
* I •— jnroBP lyo^aiB in^H^vxiD nyi 
iam"2iv ycTK ptnwjKrof n IID D»*318 
. -an -IBE *UOBP Djn pK — 13B> iinyn pc 
prum " i IBH nrus* n p* jpr* ">BB yo 
D'JID n m i r ~«n. .oa*3"»y3 p* O^IJCIVE 
TP3B DBA /1p-!3P> P W p « IP»J |W"TH 
pn iyo«5p p-iyi3B £i lPDny:D^n» ^ w 
TfT nt nj»> iy»r~ p* | W K pi pc iyt>3*c* 
3fflp K pB inyo pi r .B*IBU ny»r jy: 
JPB^VK owopato ;B PD m n IVB D"i 
jysasa cjn nc JaiDyiDD'nB |« — oyiaawp 
"D»VW 5*! D»1l ,BP"iyo» pK p$m lym'B 
lPiatfipB p* apsnim |yrn»K am lynss-
,03in yf>tuw*v«3 PB ys'friyrps .y^o^BB 
tMpi ^riytaiK i jhna va^p^aaiK *i BB -IBC 
,lP>:yon ,iy<y*fea ,I3B5DVI {'« lysyf1 
.n .t» .K 
Tjruip y«tb B^B w n * y»'TK * i 
-B»IB ymriy H pmya I W » I P*BB i y " i JIB 
nanya Tin B*B .P3«iya oyn DM p u p * 
O B PK P^BD pWYP* njn ps N * IPDD 
•ya^its »n ipttftjn ,iyDoyoTi'3BaiB iV" 
."pitx^BD iy3"ey>?8 i m o« pM |y3B"iD 
;m3rtnn iy«r .jyis p j^w iy«t aawyii 
w inn o n ta^ D lyBBcyp yo5mpya-ou o>v 
«1 »v 0Tn»B"\yT " i t ^ B " o^ptwopirii 
yr 'TK H .lyoB^njn ymj w aauynya 
om "imrouDw D»a Ty2» P^n ^yo*o^^t 
K — fhvati K iy*13 IV DIM. IPS DP (^E 
n DWPOB w ,w*»«3*DD3»n yanaytap 
By MI . . . "min'n. i y i ^ "omn*n n t i w , 
tPVTPM cm pe "iyo»nta ysara I»WMI 
•W"t .tajn -*BB D"Pa*0'i3»-. |»*» Q*a DB'in 
•IPB'H »ij lyo^rya jysy? lya'toEuc^ytya 
p»3Wo»jyn n |Ponyaimp3'*i jw ;p*5* 
IP^'ll "T D*a — Was BOlft |W*W( I'iM'B 
Invftp yo'Di^ p nyo"3"i8 y^B3*'S8; -
yvn*nM n PB wiKii om oain3y:o".:* 
•yao'vus o n B^D B«H n j iroBD-Dp^c 
Wmm yvaBa n o?yii i j n IBD D>PBV 
-iyD pjH'mio pK D p^aMB^ Dajrt n ,P'a«^ 2 
n .*ttn»'u yoa '^-Eya ynyjaiK re pwu>«t 
Din D^ e DB-T VWGW nyD'*3i» vitfavntva 
nyT pt Tya*a vfewuf n pn Days-vjc 
DPI .iyoKBDC yDa*3"Kiye H |>B 33ny;r 
-'B n p» p'fl'ounu pK nay^ y |W^"iJnMr 
"iporm ]IK nns n PE PK TJB^on pK ; i~ 
.im3y^ y-iyi3B PK IPTK n pn pyit? jyi 
^y^ pB nyDyionyB ipi D«V, y3B?P3B n 
,B»np^n onijo jya . "DIKB "iyE-oD^B'vsp 
nyE H JIB Bayi'TjnB oyn IHD BDW^ya c«r 
iPi^^a ye"VK- >-, TIMK lyoHBDe* yo>»3"K 
PB owtfMjn K imiya hn y^a>BDipE PK 
IPD"21B ly^saw'ssa ^J^ pe 33B>TPE K 
pa lvoipyipy ly^wB'YBa i n iv vta^ur 
."B18B lyC'BB^B'SBD "'P" 
jy3Msy> 1'B 0*11 B'-potfipnyoEMB y~ 
11* IBB^ninPD I8PHPD8 ^ [IB ijn8"w-
yovy? in'B D8ii tnnts^fim »i ;tB:•" , 
*1BB IP013P33B J'S'OW'II BB" weoyrJBP 
; ^n3P*-nefi5e 'T PB jyn^B I«B yB3m 
i m B8» ,o*'P3^D3yEy npi p* Bi8n BBI 
B«n .? .ii8 -B -B n PB $*ww ivtaipytpy 
IVDBnny nn>8 ; can jyayii ojBTVaD'iiK 
p^ BSB'SBa v:yD8^yaaB P^IMS om payv 
D8n D8 — ; D38,J>, y*B38*sBJiyDa'K PK 
^838^83 Tn PB ipaayinoEMw tfB iya"i 
jfo^oip nyo"2"iK 
: inyo w pB 
Pn« a3B^  D»3 PI B8" B811 13811 ^ 
•"s ys^ansiipa PB ,yBM-u n o^pBC-.rc 
-ys is .yara ycJaay yi3y.iyr-r58-itfu 
pB niE»"n PB nns pcn*n H ppnyc 
BBH .tmBiipa onyopoens j^gn »^>>otf t'B 
yJBJij'SW n IPC B^nyaB'D 5»'B DPI I'B 
"BP VW1 PK BS'B PB .PB^ OBP lycsnic 
*0Mi8 BBBBnyo'onB w i » « i jn pB yo": 
lysiBiir. B D'D o^yn *vjn IUB lycipya 
33W3»aiyB PB DMD'PB oayniPB'' K — 0v-
•a»B ,o^  O"T -ipavi iya'K V ' ! »mD o*tv. 
-^IB IP^3»5B PSIBIIP j nyn 0*0 J**UP5*" 
.ipiH3 pB iPODyin? pnyraiB pB i ruv i 
-jni iy 3»B'U r5w 8^/3 ?n* BP ;nn pK 
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njjpnnjn BJJKT>«J &n4 njn 
*i pc ipay? ps^ DMOTj/ry; om 0^2 pit 
n T I " •""** PHM I'M "WD"31K W*VU 
1PO"3T« DJH D'D a)UU"HT»D pK .OJfi'311 
•jnnsD PP'BD^IPVRO w m n px u*-
-iyo"3">8 TWWK "«n DP'K onm DIRT jjM 
•um yasm i«c IBCBP om pH onaii p»i 
.0*5 nays *iyina VL-^ K—VC yj"i 
yiy*T D'j DJ'oya iyo tcs ,nox PR oy 
-3*0 n pfi lauynR-oyaBO I'BMR y;«-.t 
IPO ;D38'Jv H ^2 lyaai^ DBnyo ya^yo 
jyo p* ;mpte px. p'R D»3 DRI D^ PPM*. 
panpp D*D IUPDIBDVIB DO Btfl cvaviB 
•jpsBi ijn nyax jya'a DJS'JV n ,« | .[ytmt 
am IBB PK Dan
 fyn'o«p w a n * y*8) 
.Dyo'"j(0'iK yi'D^u H .pniniya lyw^y; 
D'3 *nm yo»cBP w a i s yftwYW n 
moiyB vDPjnn |U) D y^opyaaPDRpp p« 
!P*now Dm nya* Dan »i .oaipjv no iyo 
omoTPD ,03**31* *i lie tsmjKo om pn 
^MjnyovanK KB"T«I yv:«3 »i onin *t 
onm PR ,ijn*n IKD yoain IBB inxii WM 
.iyD«2>-c«>5«D yv-p K H pn t i«» cm ipw 
yo'Dfip ipD^anB P^BSK'YB: n DHPTW 
"TjD"rw TPB»TX "an'pD jyjiDiv oyi 
Tjn pD cjimi om n BOTHND ? DC*? 
•Jfin iv ,aauyi\y3 nyo"3nB nyovpaxaiB 
->PD n tyaya ooybKTa pD imp n iptn tyo 
yaawa px imna mvuw pu jyasia^ RD 
? nyuy5 ycnyfiST'it 
(W|3 W T K im vw tDayJ oy ym 
-ya sn.vR, DO"II ,DB3 w g m . n i y p 
•.nwtt-eiausnynpmut Jhrnx px jyssijyn 
iy^ w#'VM3 im po O"3IB H Donjya nyn 
TT inyr oy tayuax JJD'CRP iye"3i* 
. . . lyoBttfitm yo»ri3 p'p Q»J 
iyD'>an« ny>B3»*v«j nm po D'»aiK n 
*5itm im OBW ,Ht8 o»3 ny2« v* yo^ oMP 
auypiyau jyanp w pn mm pmjn OHD 
I W T R om pK ,D"n nyi PK vr **a 
ino iw prmoiir' cm jnaw*n .^vininv 
•'»» iruviMo wnrww IID trwfr i a»i3y 
lyajiin? mn^« »»o n t'K ,nyo»a"w JWI 
n |w ,D"pa^3yEy lyo^ia nm pn B»n# 
.iKDM-rew pn "Ujs^^tfewb im.«a 
"ihpyrt3i5p D'nrw? i*»om3J8P \vw\ 
i » unrnvb H 1*IR m t»n Dy IRII
 rt»n 
o«n ,vup* nonfe n pn jm*R nw t)3in 
.n3R> O*T D*n ny .nmrn;* n» W v * 
i ! R "n> ,.pnwnyin«*iP n DEWP ny 
.p 5 « 0 D « 1 
oyn i« .v^jyomyc vA o n n PR oy 
IBD "lyBeoyp iVDMia om
 #»R»TDB» ly'ns* 
>n |V iysD'K jyo pj'WJ ,D**n''nB OP^ RC 
n tyayti .DR^P iyo'*3iK am pfi iyn»n 
•DIRII PR nynny^  n ,»IBDRP HD IJTVI'D 
H pD DR^ P D'JIC lyOpRlWHfi DDR imT'E 
T ' I ,^'CR ruyavirtifiMo n PD ja»n 
po ,"by pon„ D'JID ny3R »i pfmn np-a-
,P^ RD (ID lyDRO '1 ,^D -lyDBC-Dp^ Rfi H 
PR D ' W I D n«c n n jymiiy; iyt3iR c e 
PR jyamtw p D ^ w -«>t3iR am .cam 
ya^ ytR ly^nmopya ,oi8'nno» OT^w 
IRT imy« «i PR nyiiBoymRc (IM ny i^y^ 
D'D ,pra)R3 PR mv»>R — ; myt3w 
.iy:;ijc«ii y i y T 3 i R ^?3 m u m 
,im'R i8D b»wnb PD p« onm PR 
b3>"o ,iya3i3D»n ypiTR .im^R "8D yaay-
T'R oy pn .r;yc-Dp^RC jye"TK om lye 
VTTM 1RD 331jyiiy3 R !R 1>^*083 V*R 
aa8^ P38 lyDCpiBOK' oyt lya^n **t oayi 
-i8 yovi'383-tR yc-'R H pD pBMl n PR 
prum PR aauyiiya n .TWO IRJ .*WD»3 
y^^ 3y> n pR ,jm*R IRC yoayi IBD ,n38^ 
PR ,fivy:maya yt>am D'o p«"r "t» IRII 
jic oyoM'.'opR tm twi 1 v 3 R D P D a y 
iyo"n8 W T U nm PD imn,DT5"ifin ** 
PR .n^rao R om 'i SMR PR jownva 
DSpini ypvvR n DRII .cm arSw ypRo oy 
1R )hy"T C^R tyauyj&MR om iP3«n 
.y283DVR 
TKVW R Tfit.DfiW ,aa^ nyfi"3i« im 
ypH'n n DR11 ,pM D'3 $8t iy DPHKIB 
,iyw«'y3 I3R5 lyiyi pn mfiri iyo"aiR 
y n ' u yvaRa n Dtw e»3 lya* -iy DDW 
yp^oo^8»»«D yp^R n .OD«nyo"nR 
"ts^m H D'w v53im Dp'n ifnfmmw 
"•tW nyonn^ 38a*i8 1P1 PB jyaai«Mp:R yr 
D^3 1P3R iyp H JJ13JMW3 TaW'STR lyz* 
fi'J PR *i ,nreR3 V»R pR jmy-i iyo2*R 
im^'Pya T*R n pR om "IRE DS-oayo^Bya 
.osm iptyi tyonya ix T» DM 3«ya 
!»^3 "! iya»t OVy J^R JOB* — ,D3R'3l» n 
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JTWSW* TV3'D3".T Tyt3'R TBD yOD3n 
JPVRPS'WJf WD3"n *! D^ Rll TJWp ]flR 
TRE ^n o5yt>e> .pmys i^jya DO IDIK DIP: 
inR ,|y3RBy?yo [.TR .tycrutfyD |.TR o^ yn « 
[ritf o5mi n jynya D^V. Dip OR — prcr 
•ny H — nv *i ODRTJ Tjm Tys* nyaw 
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»3RD pre .00 oy PR POP'B p'p t8 ,|yrp3 
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.Dono ^TITD npap'ySu ^TnTyn»TDT» onyj 
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.iPDtfyi PR T'li DTyT .oyjna yayT 
.;>T^: yDD38I pK IRQ il'TJUay: 8 
•R3 iyo^ y»RT^  jym ]y3Rn PVt> R jyp 
i» HID iy ,\vp yg &* ?v» pR Tyop8T 
Tin 3^*W ,^ RW yPD3"5 0»3TR |i»np tw 
-t^ Rn ffi'W'pW D.TR D3'> D»U I1D «l>n 
DU'MP ,3IHR1 o n DRn Ty Tjn«K .TRDTyi 
-vyt my' ,3jun»>$y3 rflh — 3«TR r^ R Ty 
.D^ D H »'D tyoyTD V* V1R Ot8? — 331D3R 
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ronicress. W« do opt offer any program 
or any plan u to what the member* ••• 
thai labor peaoo congresi aball do. 
J t eeeme beet to leave the representatives 
free end unhampered to uae whatever op-
portunltles available and to take advantage 
of any other opportunftlei to promote the 
Interoate and conviction of the organlied 
labor movement of the world. It U well 
lOwn that the labor movements tn all 
countries are a power for democracy, and (nitstentlv and fearleMl* arge In every 
relation thn paramount Importance of the 
human clement There are no other or-
Kanixatlons that are concerned wholly and 
purely with human welfare—the protec-
tion and the conservation of human life. 
The labor movement everywhere is a move-
ment of the people. In tho Interests of the 
people and for the rights of the people. 
We recognise full well that no conven-
tional agencies or plans devised for the 
maintenance of peace can ~be of any nee If 
there does not exist In each natlpn the will 
and the understanding to malntsln justice, 
which Is the best basis of all real peace. 
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